Clemson Fair Will Swing \Q®en Gates At 10:30 Saturday Morning

Exhibition Drills B y Mr, William Hal! Preston Will Speak For
Groups Be Pul1 O n BsP,isS M0^^ DaY Service On Sunday
Parade By Freshman, Senior
'48 B?u<3 Key BanquetPlatoons, And Regiment
To

Take Place

EVENTS APE LISTED
By GASTON GAGE
One highlight of the year a*
Clemson is the activities that tak'
place on Mother's Day. This yeai
will see a full program of events
beginning at 9:30 in the morning
and lasting until late in the evening.
First on the agenda will be the
College Fair with all departments
of the college demonstrating their
equipment. The exhibits and
demonstrations will last until 7:00
p. m.
Next on the calendar for the
day is an open house in the
cadet barracks. These barracks
are numbers 1, 2, and 6. Any
visitors who desire may go
through these barracks anytime
between 10:00 until 1:00.
All of the campus churches will
have their regular services a
11:30. All visitors are invited to
attend the church of their choicj
with their sons on this day, dedicated to the Mother's through out
the country.
CONCERT BY BAND
A concert presented by the College Eand will begin at 1:45 in the
afternoon and continue until 2:30.
The band will be directed by Mr.
Hugh McGarity, head of the. Department of Music at Clemson,
and the concert will be held in the
College Chapel.
Commencing at 2:45 is the main
■event of the day. This consists of
the drills by the fancy drill platoons of Clemson Cadet Corps, to
be followed by a Regimental Review. The first platoon to drill
will be the Freshman Platoon, organized at the beginning of the
present semester. This platoon,
unlike the Pershing Rifles and
Senior Platoon, will not use the
old style army drill. At 2:55 the
Pershing Rifle Drill Platoon will
take the field and show off its
routine. This nationwide organization is made u-p of sophomores
who have shown aptness at the
art of drilling. Ten minutes later,
at 3:05, the well known Senior
Platoon will take the field to show
off their famed exhibition drill.
The platoon, made up of members of the senior or rising senior
class, is known all over the South
for its ability at the old style of
fancy drill. A few newly chosen
members will step into the shoes
of old members on Mother's Day.
I'ARADE AT 3:45
The Cadet Corps will drill at
3:45 in honor of the Honorary
Cadet Colonel, Miss Betty Byrd,
of Kingstree and Winthrop, in a
Regimental Review. During the
review Miss Byrd will be presented a bouquet of roses.
Also during the review The Andrew Pickens, R. W. Simpson, and
Quartermaster " awards will be
presented. The Andrew Pickens
medal is presented to the most
outstanding cadet in military
achievement, leadership, soldierly bearing, and loyalty during the
past school year.
The R. W. Simpson medal is
presented to the best drilled cadet
in the Junior, Sophomore, and
Freshman classes, and along with
this the medals for best drilled
individual, squad, platoon, and
company will be presented. The
best drilled company will be
given a pennant to be placed or
the top of the guidon.
The outstanding student in the
advanced Quartermaster of the
ROTC will be presented the
Quartermaster Award.
The parade will end with the
Cadet Corps passing in review
of the Regimental Staff.
At 6:30 in the evening the usual
Vespers Program will be 'presented in Auditorium of the YMCA.
The Reverend Harold Cole, minister of the local Baptist Church,
will be the speaker.

Be Held On May 14

Plnns are now underyray for
the Blue Key banquet that
will be held on Friday night
May 14. Giles Lewis. President of the local chapter, announced earlier this week that
formal initiation for the new
members will be held on this
date. The initiation will be held
in the club room at 7:00 and
the banquet will take place in
the mess hall at 7:30. Dr. D. W.
Daniel will be the speaker at
the banquet.
Lewis urged that all old
members of the student body,
faculty and honorary members
plan to attend the initiation
and banquet.

Noted Sut^vn Baptist Stu
dent tei.der Will De'iver
Su-dav Message
OFFICERS BE INSTALLED

TOP MEN IN ORCHESTRA
ilPiiiSwa

Y Cabin Be Scene
Of Clemson Baptist
Student Union Meet

Luncefcrd Group To
y For 2 Darcei
R. 0 Watson Heads
Strawberry Leaf,
Honor Speech Frat

Junior-Senior Banquet Will
Take Place Prior To
Friday Night Dance
LAST DANCE OF YEAR

Mr. William Hall Preston,
By McNEIL HOWARD
The an"nel mep'in" of the
Southern Baptist Student worker will sneak at the Mother's Clemson Baptist Student Union
R: O. Watson, arts and sciences | Clemson's last dance of the
Day serv>ee or. Sunday, May 9, will be held at the Y cabin on
junior of Blaney. was elected vear takes place this weekend on
the Seneca River f*"om five to
a* eleven-thirty a. m.
president of the Delta Ensilon May 7 and" 8 when the CDA pre- Pi-pcn^jnq Mr. Preston's mes- eight Saturday evening. Mav 8.
Alpha chapter of Strawberry sents the combined Taps and
sage. James Spangenberg. minisFood will be fried chicken and .
| Leaf, national hojiorary forensic Ju"ior-Senior Ball.
ter of students, will install the trimmings prepared under the diThis is the first year that the
fraternity, at its regular Tuesday
EDDIE WILCOX
j0E THOMAS
newly-elected officers of the BSU. rec'tion of Professor Charles Mor- ■
two dances have been held to. night meeting this week.
Participating in the installation fan. chairman of the student
Two men who will play a lot of music this Friday and Saturday
Bill Darby, arts and sciences gether, and it is done this time
will be the retiring council mem- committee of the church. Assist- j fj-e Eddie Wilcox and Joe Thomas, as the Jimmie Lunceford Or; sophomore of- Fort Mott'e. iwss in order that a ''name" band
chestra comes to town on a two night stand for the Junior-Seniorbers and their successors. These ing Professor Morgan will be Mrs. j
chosen vice-president; and Jack could be procured for the dance.
Taps dance series. Wilcox banks the ivories on the "8" while j Hardin,
officers, elected several weeks W. E. Tarrant. Mr. Louis Malph
Music for the affair will be
textile
manufacturinf
Thomas blows a wicked reed with the sax.
aso. officially assume their duties rus, and Mr. Ed Stanley.
sophomore of Whitmire, was provided by the Jimmie Lunceat this time.
ford Orchestra. This group is
elected historian.
The entertainment for the evThese officers are as follows: ening has been planned by Walter
There will be a run-off elec- recognized as one of the aP-time
Charles Still of Greenwood, pres- Marion Patrick and Pat Hance
tion for the office of secretary- greats in jazz. Thev have played
ident, replacing Gilbert Hardee; Others leading will be Jim Young,
treasurer between Myron Smith- jazz with a "personalized rhythm"
Bob Holley of Aiken, vice-presi- Doc Roberts, and Gilbert Hardee.
wick, arts and sciences senior of siece they got their start back in
dent, replacing J. D. Hogan; Pat
Chester, and Cecil Hodge, pre- 1929.
The annual report of the reHance of Lancaster, social chair- tiring officers and the awarding
The band features the talents
medicine junior of Alcolu.
man, replacing Red Pat Patrick: of BSU keys will precede the
Martin Is In Charge Of ArThe installation of the new of Eddie Wilcox on piano, and
David Foster of Greenwood suc- special address by Mr. William
officers will be performed at the Joe Thomas on ter.or sax. Both
rangements For All
ceeds himself as devotional chair- Hall Preston, associate Southwid
annual Calhoun Forensic Society these boys have been with the
School
Departments
man; Clyde Allen ■ of Latta re- Baptist Student secretary. Mr
banquet to be held in the YMCA band since it. wis first organized.
TO BE LARGE AFFAIR
cafeteria annex at one o'clock on
Information has been released places Cecil Walters as secretary; Preslon will speak on "Rations
OTHER HEADS GIVEN
May 8, 1948.
This last hop of the year is
to the veteran students at Clem- Myron Smithwick of Chester suc- for BSU'ers".
The out-going officers are My- , expected to be one of the largest
Mr. Preston has visited Clemson
son who are interested in enroll- , ceeds J. B. Anderson as treasurer.
ron Smithwick, arts and sciences j ever held in the fieldhouse. VisiBy JIMMY CUSHMAN
ing in the Advanced ROTC in ' Training union director J. D. on several occasions.
junior of. Chester, president; D. i tors for the Clemson Fair and the
September
1948.
Aoplication Hogan replaces Jim Young: John
Reservations for the supper
F. F. Griffin of Greenville was
Activities and exhibits will be H. Banks, arts and sciences senior Mother's Day festivities will swell
nust be made in the Command- j McLain will be Sunday School must be made with Jim Spangen- ->\-KeH nvpside-.t of the Clemson
unveiled for 'public inspection of St. Mathews, vice-president: the usual large crowd that atant's office prior to 30 April 1948. : superintendent in place of Durant berg before Friday noon.
Presbyterian Students Union at
Capelle;
Bruce
Barton,
publicity
promptly at 10:30 a. m. on Sat- and Harold F. Landrith, arts and tends these two annual dances.
To be eligible for enrollment, a i
a recent meeting in the local
Being honored as sponsors for
sciences senior of Seneca, secre- ;
student must have had at least; chairman in place of Charles Still;
church. He succeeds E. E. Mor- urday, when Clemson will go "or tary-treasurer.
senior officers of Taps are Miss
two or more years in college and Red Pat Patrick of Ruffin sucdisplay for Mother's Day'' with
ris of Pickens in this Dosition.
New members taken in this Mary Frances Miller of Converse
be classified as a junior by the ceeds Fred Norris as extension
At the same time T. D. Miller the opening of the Clemson Fair. semester brought the total num- College for Business Manager _,
chairman.
rrgistrar's office.
of Chester was elected cadet
The following succeed themWendell Thomas, Miss Eleanor
Other fairs similar to this one ber of members to 15.
The following branches of the
■ice-president and F. E. Beaty of
Craig of Cat.eechee for Managing
have
been
held
at
Clemson
with
service are offered here
a( selves: Doc Roberts, music chairThe Clemson Student Co-op Charleston was chosen veteran
Editor James A. Smith, Miss Anne
Clemson: Air Force, Armored man; T. C. Rickenbaker, poster announced this week that tbev --jpe-nre<-;dent.
Other officers great success, but this one is exchairman;
and
Steve
Epps,
couples
Gault of Rock Hill for Photo EdiCalvary,
Engineers.
Infantry,
have on hand several books that are J. W. Mahaffee of Gaffney, pected to surpass any fair c
tor Robert A. Gettys, Miss Jane
Ordnance, Quartermaster and chairman. Harold Cole serves as have been discontinued for use -"(-•-etnrv; and S. E. McGregor of
pastor
advisor.
Professor
Charles
other type of exhibition eve
Blackwell of Coker College for
Signal Corps.
at Clemson. The Co-op requests Lykesland, social chairman.
Editor John O. Lewis, Miss Anita
The branch of service that a Morgan serves as chairman of the that all students who have conheld
at
Clemson.
Ten Presbvterian students have
Gates of Clemson for Art Editor
student is enrolled in will be de- student committee appointed by signed any of these books to the been awarded kevs for their work
The Agriculture School w;ll beDr. Ga'-iec; 1VT Pewej-s H<"ii-ni ' Phelps Bultman, and Miss Belinda
the
church.
termined by his major course
cin
the
rounds
of
activities
a'
Co-op call for them orior to May md interest in the organization's
-dummis wl-ie, is nf nvpqpnt to^^Vj^ Collum of the University of South
and or previous military expe15, as all books remaining on hand activities, according to a report 10:30 with the Schools of Arts arr-' •ng at B^vlor University. Waco. | Carolina for Advertising Manager
rience. Information concerning Nine Members Taken
given The Tiger. Thev are E. E Sciences. Chemistrv and Textile-1 ■^exa1; will lenw? the»-e next fa'i Preston S. Shealy.
, will be discarded on this date.
this and the application blanks
Morris.
T. D. Miller. M. P. Can- opening their exhibits at 1:30. Al f
The
list
of
books
which
have
can be obtained from Master Into Horticulture Club | been discontinued by the college non, F. E. Beaty, L. H. Wilkes, C exhibits will be held roen and or Wake Forest College. At ' Sponsors for officers of the
Central Dance Association are
Sergeant Davis in the CommandNine new members were recent- is as follows: McMillian-Hand- ~armichael. F. E. Griffin, C. C demonstrated until seven p. m present, he is professor of eco- Miss Dorothy Thomas of Kingsant's office.
ly taken into the Horticulture book of English French -Engineer- nTindman. H. M. DeLorme, and Saturday. They will reori»n o- nomics at Baylor, and will leave tree for Treasurer Carl Lowder,
The physical examination, Club of Clemson. They are D. D.
Sunday afternoon at 1:30 and re- *o organize p^d he=d a School of
S. E. McGregor.
Miss Dolly Clark of Portsmouth,
which is a prerequisite to enroll- Blocker: L. DeYoung; G. L. El- ing Drawing. The English HeritThe PSA program for the r«>- tinue through the afternoon Business at Wak° Forest.
age.
General
Chenvstry—Holene
Virginia, for Designer Jack Tiesment in the advanced course, will more; H. B. Foster; C. E. Hill;
Dr.
Rogers
will
join
the
Wake
closing
the
fair
at
6
D.
m.
riainder of the semester has also
cott; Miss Mary King of Columbia
be scheduled at a later date, but S. S. Jenkins; R. D. Massee; C. Great Powers in World Politics been announced. On May 5 Pro5
Forest
faculty
as
a
full
professnr
Calculus - Granville - Smith J. C. Martin, aieetricl f""
for Jack Zeigler, Miss Dottie Galprior to 30 May 1948.
W. Ross; and H. F. Weed.
Longley, General Mathematics— fessor Robert Vause will give neering senior of Oranereburg. i' and expand the present depart- loway of Clemson for Vice-PresPlans have been made for Hor- Edgentons & Corpenter. Ameri- an organ concert. On May 12 a the general chairman of the fair ment of business into a separate ident Phil Klinck, Miss Margaret
;
cu!ture exhibits in the coming ca's Economic Growth, Economic; social with the Anderson College In a statement summarizing th/ school. He will become dean of Cannon of Hartsville for Publicity
Clemson Fair. Five groups of —Fairchild. Intermediate Algebra, j girls has been planned;
ohiectives of the fair, Martin said the School of Business Adminis- Chairman Johnny Klettner, Mrs.
exhibits will be shown. They and Introduction To Botany.
Dr. Chalmers, pastor of the "The purpose of the C1c,rnso' tration and Economics.
[ Van Noy Thornhill of Clemson for
will be Floriculture and LandWestminster Presbyterian Church Fair will be to i?ive the nubi'e »Dr. Rogers, who is from Sene- Publicity Chairman Van Noy
;
coe, Pomology, Preservation,
n Greenville, will speak at the opportunity to observe the equip- ca, S. C, received a bachelor of Thornhill, Mrs. Ray Davenport, of
_\ meeting of renresentatives Propagation and Vegetables. All Alpha Phi Omega Wi'l meeting on May 19.
ment used bv the various r.^oei- arts degree from Clemson College, Clemson for Decorations Chairfrom chibs interested in partici- members are asked to be present
in aiding the Clemson student in and later the masters of arts and . man Ray Davenport, and Miss
Lead
Campus
Cleanup
— in the YMCA Student Fund it the next meeting of the club on
"btaining an education needed in doctor of philosophy degrees in Jean Hutto of Linvingston for
was held in the Y Cabinet room he 13th of April.
The Professional Fraternities Poole, Woodward
the present day world."
economics from the University of President Phil Corker.
rec"^""
under the leadership of Alph"
Virginia. After studying at VirThe Friday night hop is forThe
chairman
of
the
five
Reunion
Of
Classes
At this meeting its purpose was
Phi Omega will sponsor a carrip.tr Powers Attend
school committees are R. M ginia for three and a half years, mal and semi-formal, which
stated as the formation of an or- To Be Held June 5
clean-uo this week in preparation Columbus Meet
Hanckel. dairing senior of Char- Dr. Rogers went to Baylor in 1946. means the choice of ■ attire for
ganization for offering onnortuniReunions starting with the class for Mother's Day. Plans are beleston, for the Agriculture School'
For a time, he was stationed in men is optional. Following the
ties to all clubs to participate in ^f 1898 and including every fifth in? formulated by a committee of
Dr. R. F. Poole, Mr. "Jake" S. O. Tomlinson, vocational agri- Texas with Gen. Patton's third usual custom, the Saturday night
the YMCA Student Fund, .which 'lass after 1898 through'1943 will which Bill Darby is chairman.
Woodward, and Coach Frank cultural education senior of Olan- army, but received a medical dis- dgnce will be informal.
is a fund set up bv the "YV where- begin Saturday morning, June 5,
Alpha Phi Omega will also Howard represented Clemson Col- ta, for the School of Agriculture
COST GIVEN
charge prior to his outfit's transbv ? club mav sponsor a movie at it ten-thirty.
sponsor a booth on the campus lege at a meeting of the Columbus Education; H. F. Landrith. ar+
Tickets
for the dance cost twofer to Europe.
the "Y" Theater and use the reThe local alumni chapter which during the observance of Mother's Alumni Chapter in Columbus and sciences senior of Seneca fe
Wake Forest recently received and-a-half for the Friday night
ceipts direcly or indirectly for nakes up the various entertain- Day on Sunday.
Georgia, on Friday night, May 14. the School of Arts and Sciences
an $11,000,000 endowment from dance, which will begin at nine
the betterment of Clemson Col- ment committees has announced
Dr. Poole reported to the chap- F. B. Hutto, chemistry senior e
and end at one. Cost of admislege.
NOTICE
he following program. Activities
ter on school activities, advance- Jacksonville. Florida, for th the Smith Reynolds foundation. sion to the Saturday night dance,
Other means by which indi- will commence with a meeting of
Within
the
next
five
years,
the
ofClasses will be met as usual ments, and plans for the future.
vidual clubs may earn money and ill classes Saturday afternoon at by cadets on Monday, May 10, Coach Howard brought the club School of Chemistry; and R. F ficials of Wake Forest 'plan to which will be from eight 'til
wavs of deciding which clubs wo-thirty. At seven-thirty Sat- the first day of Spring Inspec- up to date on Clemson athletics. Christenberry. tex'ile engineering move the college to Winston twelve, will be two-seventy-five.
No block tickets will be sold.
senior of Greenville, for th'
shcu'd have preference in spon urday night, a banquet will be tion.
Salem, N. C. on the Reynolds
Mr. Woodward explained the or- School of Textiles.
Dates for the dances will be
soring movies were discussed. A
estate.
However, cadets will meet ganization and functions of the
?ld for the alumni and their
housed
in half the seventh and
A
general
summary
of
th
committee of three seniors and 'ives. A bridge party has been no classes on Tuesday, May- 11,
"I regret leaving Baylor, but fourth barracks. Reservations
Clemson Alumni Association.
f
demonstrations and displays o
our juniors were elected to ac; -tanned for the wives of the class as the military activities will
The Columbus Alumni Chapter each of v the schools anH the: the opportunities at Wake Forest for room assignments may be
as the controlling body of this nembers on Saturday morning.
take up most of the day.
was formed last summer.
respective departments will fol- ire such that I cannot cast them made in room 1-109.
group.
low, along with the locations c aside," explained Dr. Rogers. He
+
vill finish the spring quarter at
these exhibits.
Free Barbecue For
Baylor
and
also
teach
there
durRay DuBose, agronomy senir
of Lamar, is chairman of th ing the summer.

Exhibits Of Department >
Se Throughout Campus

F. F, Griffin Will
Head Presbyterian
Students Next Year

Given To Veterans

Discontinued Books
Released By Co-op

Wake Forest Appoint
Dr. G.M.Rogers Dean

Clubs To Participate
YMCi

Clem. Alumni Group

Mr. Bratton Williams, President
of the local alumni chapter, ha'
announced that a barbecue v.i"
be given for members of the
Clemson Chapter May 12 at 5:3r
p. m. in the "Y" Cabin.
All local alumni are urged tr
come and take advantage cf the
fellowship and a good meal. Therf
will be no charge for the outing
Professor "Red" Ritchie, honorary alumni, will be the chief cook
and is in charge of all arrangements for the barbecue.
This meeting will be the last
of the year and plans will be
made for entertaining the visiting
alumni who will attend the class
reunions to be held during Commencement Week.

Sam McGregor Receives Danforth
Fellowship Award For Ag Work

Records of eligible students for
the Danforth Summer Fellowship
scheduled August 1 through August 29, 1948, have been investiated, and Mr. Sam Evans McGregor, dairy major of Lykesland.
has been awarded the fellowship.
Alternates for the fellowship
were Mr. Harry Falls. Jr.. Asheville, N. C, and Mrs. William W.
Gaston III of Richburg. S. C. Sam
McGregor has filled out his application and sent it in.
The fellowship consists of a
four weeks program, two of which
will be spent in St. Louis, in a
course at the Ralston Purina

Company.
The
fellowship
is
sponsored jointly by the Danforth Foundation and the Ralston
Purina Company.
The next two weeks will be
spent at Leadership Training
Camp of American Youth Foundation, on Lake Michigan, Shelby, Michigan.
The course at St. Louis will be
conducted in research labora—
tories. experimental stations,
manufacturing and distribution
centers, Introduction to Business
Personnel Problems, side trips
through modern plants, and the
election of officers.
From St. Louis, the members

of the group will then go to Camp
Miniwanca, Shelby. Michigan
where emphasis will be placed, on
personal development.
The following courses are planned: Four-Fold Life and FourFold Development, Ethics and Attitudes, Thinking Through a Life
Philosophy, and Life's Essentials.
- During the four weeks, the
members of the group will be
given ample time to get associated
with each other.
Members of the agricultural
faculty at Clemson representing
the Danforth Foundation Committee are Prof. J. D. LaMaster.
L. V. Starkey, and C.L. Morgan.

i

agronomy demonstrations and ex
hibits which will be presented b'
the second and third floors of the
Agriculture Building. The dis
plays found on the third flooi
will include soil, fertilizer and
crop section exhibits. Mr. Riley
Chi Sigma Chi, the Richland
of the Extension Service wil' "ounty Club, met on Tuesday
show farm interest films on th< light, May 4, and elected its ofthird floor, also. Plant pathology 'icers for the coming semester
material will be presented en th' "hose elected to the executive posecond floor of the same building
tions are: James D. Hogan, presChairman of the Agriculturt
lent; William W. Deloach, viceresident; William P. Cooper, secEconomics presentations is Lamai
tary;, and William T. Derieux,
Judy, agriculture economics seneasurer.
ior of Orangeburg. Motion picThese officers will assume their
tures, charts, graphic illustrations
machinery, and grades of selected 'uties immediately. The next
fruits will highlight the exhibits leeting of the club will be Tueslay evening, May 18, in the club(Continued on Page 3)
oom of the Y.

(hi Sigma Chi Elects
Officers For Year

Ktvufo

|

''Does anyone know where I
left my bicycle?"
Jim Spangenberg
You can put down all you can
and I'll mark off all I can.
"The Czar"
When we make a suggestion it
is a nice way of telling you to do
something.
"Doc" McKenna
It is completely mothproof; the
animals do not want it.
"The Dutchman"
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The TIGER—"He Roars For Clemson A & M"

First Anniversary Of AAUW Inauguration
To Be Celebrated Wi Banquet At YMCA

Being honored as sponsors for senior officers of Taps, Clemson annual, at the College's final dance
series of the current semester, the Jr.-Sr., Taps Ball on May 7 and 8, are these six attractive South
Carolina girls. They are., top row, left to right, Miss Mary Frances Miller of Converse College and
Greenville, for Business Manager Wendall Thomas; Miss Eleanor Craig of Cateechee for Managing
Editor James A. Smith; Miss Anne Gault of Rock Hill for Photo Editor Robert Gettys; second row,
Miss Jane Blackwell of Coker College and Marion for Editor John O. Lewis; Miss Anita Gates of
the University of North Carolina Woman's College and Clemson for Art Editor Phelps Bultman;
and Miss Belinda Collum of the University of South Carolina and Batesburg for Advertising Manager Preston S. Shealy.

Clemson Man's Work
Featured In Magazine
' Experiments and developments
in the South's new oilseed crop,
sesame, made by Mr. J. A. Martin, assistant horticulturist of the
South Carolina Experiment Station at Clemson in charge of
breeding work on sesame, were
presented in a feature article in
this month's issue of the Cotton
Gin and Oil Mill Press.
This feature, written by Dr.
Francis E. Johnstone, Jr., agronomist, Educational Service, National Cottonseed Products Association, Dallas, Texas, was en-

titled "The Sesame Research Program". Mr. Martin has developed the sesame plant until it is
almost ready for extensive use'in
the South as a human food, cattle food, a source of oil, and a
plant which produces meal high
in protein content.
Although the 'present sesame
is expensive to grow on a large
scale, Mr. Martin expects to develop the plant to the point where
it can be combined, and therefore can be used extensively by
southern farmers.
The present drawback in the
development of the plant lies in
the fact that the seed shatter upon maturity. Mr. Martin hopes to

LocaE Fraternity Will
Sponsor Stunt Night
Alpha Phi Omega will sponsor
a Stunt Night to be held on May
18. The program will be given
in the open-air theater at a time
which will be announced later.
Cadets may enter the contest
by companies, veterans by barracks. Cadets may enter by contacting their first sergeants. Veterans must see Teddy Boliver.
cross his variety with a non-shattering variety which is found in
South America, and therefore
have a plant with nonshattering
genes as well as high protein and
oil producing characteristics.

The American Association of
University Women will celebrate
the first anniversary of the inauguration of the Clemson Branch
at a banquet in the YMCA on
Thursday evening, May 13 at 7:00
p. m.
Miss Eva Carmichael, exchange
teacher from England, will be
the guest speaker.
She is at
present teaching in the First
Grade of Glenn Street School in
Anderson under the |3ritish Exchange Teacher plan. Miss Carmichael is a native of Canada
and her father, brothers and sisters live in. Revelstoke, British
Columbia. She went to England
before the war and has been
teaching, in English schools since.
After a trip throughout the United
States this summer, she plans to
sail from Montreal September 4
to return to England.
The picture whicn Professor
Petroff painted for the Creative
Arts exhibit and demonstration;
will be sold to the highest bidder.
Bids will be closed at the time of
the AAUW banquet on May 13.
All those interested in purchasing
the picture may submit bids in
writing to Mrs. C. L. Morgan,
Chairman of the Creative Arts
Committee. No bids will be accepted under ten dollars. The
painting will be exhibited Sunday,
May 9 in the YMCA.
In the first year of organization the Clemson branch of
AAUW has grown from its charter membership of 39 to a membership of 67, with a 'prospect of
six other members Being added
before the year ends in June. The
Clemson branch is the "Baby"
AAUW Branch in South Carolina.
In size it ranks third in the state.
The membership# represents
around 40 different .colleges and
universities from Maine to Arizona and from Oregon to Georgia.
The activities, program and
membership,, of the Clemson
branch were highly ■ commended
at the AAUW State Convention in
Columbia, April 30-May 1. Miss
Marguerite Tolbert, state legislative chairman, cited the Clemson
branch for its outstanding leadership in the field of legislation.
She furthermore stated that in

Kirkpatrick Elected
At the regular meeting of the
Student Branch of the American
Society of Agricultural Engineers
on April 27, officers were elected
to serve for next year.
The men chosen were: Mark
Kirkpatrick, Clio, president; S. T.
Russell, Jamestown, vice-president; A. W. Snell, Elloree, secretary-treasurer; and Parker Young,
Dalzell, reporter.
Retiring officers are E. B.
Rogers, president; V. K. Quattlebaum, vice-president; Mark Kirkpatrick, secretary - treasurer; and
J. H. Shirer, reporter. Professor
W. N. McAdams was re-elected as
faculty advisor.
its first year of organization this
branch had lead all branches in
the state in this vital field of
AAUW educational activity. Mrs.
John T. Bregger of Clemson was
elected sta^te treasurer of the
South Carolina Division of the
AAUW at this convention.
Officers of the Clemson branch
are: Mrs. Dan P. Thomson, President; Mrs. J. M. Cook, VicePresident; Mrs. M. B. Wilson, Jr.,Treasurer; and Mrs. H. T. Polk,
Secretary.
Officers elected for the year
1948-49 are: Mrs. Dan P. Thomson, President; Mrs. J. M. Cook,
Vice-President; Mrs. H. H. Willis,
Treasurer; Mrs. R. W. Rutledge,
Secretary.
The 'functions of the AAUW
are to maintain the highest possible standard of education among
women, to serve as a link of communication between educated women throughout the world, encourage the highest status of women in all activities in the nation, and forward general education in all its phases. All tfie
activities of the Clemson branch
have been directed toward these
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Exhibits

formative data on economic insects; the natural history of
rabbits, birds, snakes, and ham(Continued from P
1)
ster, which will have accompanying mounts and skins; and every
presented by this, department.
hour, there will be movies on
FARM MACHINERY SEEN
various natural histories. These
M. W. Loupo, senior of Lake displays will be found 'on the
View, will head the agricultural second and third floors of the
exhibits which will be found in Agriculture Building.
the parking area behind the AgriPRIZES TO BE GIVEN
culture Building and in the baseJ. H. Aichele, chairman of the
ment of that building. These displays will include farm machinery Horticulture Department exhibits
of all types, sand table models, and a horticulture junior from
farm structure models, and de- Charleston, has announced that
tailed rural electrification ap- the horticulture exhibits will be
in the basement of the Agriculpliances.
ture Building and will include
The animal husbandry shows such features as a guessing conand displays are directed by test with prizes for the public,
Lewis Cato, senior of Monetta.
displays of landscape designs,
This department will sponsor cat- vegetable exhibits, fruit exhibits,
tle shows, hog shows, and sheep
and South Carolina canned goods.
shows in the front of the Dairy
The Pre-Forestry Department
Building.
Also, meat displays,
has as its chairman J. H. Weather will be exhibited in the Meats ly, a sophomore from McCo.ll. The
Laboratory in the basement of the
plans for this department's exAgriculture Building. The winter
hibitions cover pictures, posters,
grazing and cattle barn will be '
and displays of felling equipment
found by directional arrows on
and tree characteristics used for
the Anderson Highway, and the identification.
hog barn will be found in a simiAn animal husbandry junior of
lar way on the Seneca Highway.
Spartanburg, J. R. West, heads
Botanical and bacteriological the poultry exhibits. These disdisplays Will include four major plays will be found in the basedivisions: (1) plant diseases, (2) ment of the Agriculture Building.
weed and plant structures, (3) life Points of interest will be chicks
activities of plants, and (4) bac- hatching in glasstop incubators
teriology in everyday life. These exhibits on egg quality and prodisplays will be found -on the duction, and displays of turkeys,,
second floor of the Agriculture ducks, and chicks.
Building.
TONLINSON HEADS VAE
CATTLE SHOWS
S. O. Tonlinson, a senior in voChairman of the Dairy Depart- cational agricultural education,
ment's varied demonstrational heads the Agricultural Education
program is M. B. Smith, dairying Department demonstrations. These
senior of Spartanburg. These ex- displays, which w?ll be found on
hibits will be located in the base- the second floor of the Education
ment of the first floor of the Building, will include equipment
Dairy Building and on the used in this department, such as
grounds east of the library. All spot maps of high schools, farm
of the dairy exhibits will be open shops, community canneries, and
for observation both Saturday other institutions of that nature.
and Sunday, except for the cattle
J. R. Jacques, industrial physics
show, which will be held on Sat- senior from Ware Shoals, is chairurday from 2:30 until 7. The man of the Physics Department
other demonstrations will take exhibits. Their program will
in the processes of the formation cover demonstrations on electron
of milk by the cow, milking tech- microscopes and ex-ray machines,
niques, manufacture of dairy and will feature lectures by Dr.
products, and the laboratory test- Huff on atomic energy in the
ing of milk.
Physics Building.
W. R. Traylor is chairman of
The School of Chemistry exthe entomology and zoology dem- hibits, headed by F. B. Hutto,
onstrations. Highlights will be chemistry senior of Jacksonville,
the bee-keeping exhibits, the in- Florida, announces that all Chem-

Dale Blakely Picked
For Honorary Cap!,
Miss Dale Blakely of Laurens,
S. C, was chosen Honorary Cadet Captain of Company C-4,
Pershing Bifles, at Clemson's
Military Ball on April 9. Miss
Blakely is a freshman at Limestone College. She was picked
from a field consisting of the dates
of the members of the unit.
Miss Blakely was escorted by
Cadet Forest Suggs, textile engineering sophomore from AnderAs Honorary Cadet Captain
Miss Blakely will be present at
the ceremonies on Mother's Day
and during the exhibition drill of
the Pershing Rifles she will be
recognized.
Miss Blakely succeeds Miss
Ann Coils of Winthrop, the Honorary Cadet Captain of the past
year.
istry labs will be open for inspection, and that demonstrations
on glass blowing will be presented. Also, a short film on the
story of steel will be shown.
COTTON PROCESSING
The School of Textiles, headed
by R. E. Christenberry, will exhibit the detailed processes
through which the raw cotton
fibers are run in order to produce
the finished product. In other
words, the cotton as a raw
material will be converted into
the finished product, complete
with dyeing, while under the observation of the public. All these
exhibits will be in the Textile
Building.
The Military Department has
planned for exhibits which will
consist of architectural designs,
sketches, water colors, and models
of modern buildings on the third
floor of Riggs Hall.
In looking over this pre-view
of the fair, we can proudly look
forward to this week-end of fes- •
tivities here at Clemson. The efforts made in planning and con- ;
structing these demonstrations '
and displays are very worthy of!
the title, The Clemson Fair, and
will really put "Clemson on Dis- '
play For Mother's Day" in a fine
way typical of Clemson productions.

THUitfKS TO It MIEHCLl OF MASS PRODUCTION!

L^^^^^^^!^^^^~

Your choice 7 amazing models! All automatics! One for you
—iailormade to your purse, your home, your laundering needs!
Bendix leadership does it again! "Gyromatic" models specially
balanced so they needn't be bolted down! Models so revolutionary they put in their own soap! Models priced far below
other automatics!^ Features no other machine can match!
• In ten years, the Bendix became the world's most-wanted
washer, because it was the first to take over the worst of
housekeeping chores. Already it has made life easy on washdays for more than 1,300,000 owners! Today, Bendix is the
world's largest washer manufacturer.

• No other maker' of automatic washers can match the efficiency and volume of Bendix mass production methods. So
no other washer dealer can offer such a wide choice of automatic washers at such amazingly low prices as your Bendix
Dealer does today. And remember—these price reductions
come to you. despite mounting steel prices and higher production costs!
• Now we have 7 great Bendix Washers for you to choose between. No longer need any woman even consider an oldfashioned hard-work washer ... for now everyone can afford
a Bendix automatic! Costs less to use than ordinary washers
—will actually pay for itself. Saves up to $10 a year on soap
alone. Saves gallons of water on every load. Saves on clothes.
New low prices mean lower down payments, too! So don't
wait. Visit your nearby Bendix Dealer and see these "almost
human" Bendix Washers. Washday freedom can now be yours!

A Bendix Automatic Washer for as little as:

*Installed price. .
Does not include
plumbing, wiring*

emson Appliance Shop
Joe F. Sfri

Owner

m^ora

Phone 4431

Box 592

;.
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LARGE GROUP TAKEN INTO CLUB RECENTLY

The new members of the Alpha chapter of Tau Beta Pi, National Honorary Engineering Fraternity,
are: from left to right, first row: J. T. Price of Starr; B. R. Neely of Rock Hill; D. R. Parish of
Dillon; R. G. Leiby of Sumter; and W. L. Ball of Laurens. Second row: R. A. Few of Greer W. H.
Wood of Gray Court; J. D. Smith of Union; J. C. Berly of Pomaria; E. G. McCall of Rock Hill; 3. H.
Sipple of Columbia and H. S. Wayne of Charleston. Third row: A. S. Dargan of Darlington; F. J. Cappelmann of Beaufort; H. E. McKinney of Greenville; J. W. Fowler of Gaffney; C. C. Cook Of Prosperity; J. F. Covington of Clio; and J. B. Berry of Dunwoody, Ga. Fourth row: j. R. Reid of Sumter; W. E. West of Greenville; R. L. Person of Greensboro, N. C; and W. C. Elrod of Walhalla.
Fifth row: W. W. Gignilliat of Macon, Ga.; J. K. Brown Of Travelers Rest; and V. W. Cauthen of
Greenville. Absent are: R. S. Frye of Atlanta, Ga.; A. B. Carson of Greenville; and A. C. Elrod of
Walhaila.
Researchers predict the use of
radar apparatus similar to aviation's "Ground Controlled Approach" to guide Navy ships
through land-locked waters in
.heavy fog.

Hot Dogs — Hamburgers
Open Until 1:00 A. M.

TIGER'S DEN
Opposite Post Office

Dr. Owings One Of
Foremost Importers
By JAMES H. RICE
Dr. M. A. Owings, who is one
of our foremost imparters of
' knowledge in the English Depart1
ment, was born in 1909 in the
' fair city of Rock Hill, S. C, in
which Winthrop, "haven" of
Clemson men, is located.
He attended numerous public

Welcome to

ELITE CAFE
STEAKS AND SEAFOOD A SPECIALTY
J. R. Ellison, Owner
125 North Main Street

Anderson, S. C.

On Sale at Your Favorite Eating Place

COX'S PEANUT BUTTER SANDWICHES AND
COOKIES

A. W. (OX
Easley, South Carolina
Distributor, U. S. Baking Co. Cakes and
Capital City Potato Chips

SORRELLS REFRIGERATION
& ELECTRIC CO.
Frig ida ire
Sales and Service
Phone 6001
Phone 741

Clemson, S. C.
Seneca, S. C.

McGregor Slacks
and Shirts
$8.95 to $17.95
—You'll find them in solids,
stripes and plaids.

Sport Shirts ...
Short sleeve.

$3.95 to $5.95

Long sleeve

$3.95 to $7.50

GENE ANDERSON'S
MEN'S SHOP
Anderson, S. C.

schools throughout the northern
section of our state, and finished
his preliminary education at
Johnston and Columbia High
Schools, respectively.
He must have known his calling was to the finer arts, for he
attended Wofford College, majoring in English, and there obtained his A. B. Degree.
During his stay at Wofford, Dr.
Owings was active in many extracurricular activities such as being
a member of Pi Kappa Phi Fraternity, President of the student
body, and also Editor of the Wofford Annual.
When he finished Wofford, Dr.
Owings proceeded to Vanderbilt
University, where he obtained his
Master's Degree in English. On
completing his masters in the
midst of the depression years, Dr.
Owings says he was very delighted to receive an offer to teach at
Darlington High School, and
taught four years there, after
which he returned again to Vanderbilt and completed his residence on his Ph. D.
Dr. Owings then decided he
would like to see -some of the lands
whose great literature he had
studied, so he and his wife, in
the summer of 1938, toured Europe, most of the time being spent
at Tours, France, where he studied
medieval architecture, on which
he was to write the dissertation
for his Ph. D.
He says that during his stay in
France he and his wife witnessed
some of the unrest which preceded World War II. Though his
trip was more or less affected by
this unrest, it was not noticeable
enough to spoil any of the pleasure
which the Owings family experienced.
Upon returning to the United
States in 1939, Dr. Owings accepted a position in the English
Department at Georgia Teachers
College, where he completed his
dissertation erltitled "Fine and
Applied Arts in Middle English
Romances," and was awarded his
Ph. D. in 1941.
At the outbreak of war, he entered the U. S. Army and served
with the 14th Armored Division,
instructing in Officers Candidate
School for a year and a half. He
himself, then received training in
armored tactics, and served in
combat in the European Theatre
of Operations.
Remaining in the army of occupation until 1946, he received
training in International Relations at Balliol College, Oxford,
England.
When he finally left the army
in 1946, Dr. Owings came directly to Clemson and has become a
very well known, and, I daresay,
a very well liked teacher. His
brilliant personality has made him
active in numerous Clemson circles. He is faculty advisor to the
Calhoun Forensic Society, and has
recently been appointed a cochairman on the planning committee for next year's Religious
Emphasis Week.
In his two years stay at Clemson, Dr. Owings has proved himself a very capable and likeable
person, and, turning to personal
opinion for help, I should go so
far as to say he will reach even
greater heights in proficiency and
personality before Clemson College has heard the last of him.

Army Commissions
Given To Ex-Officers
The Army this week announced
plans to invite an estimated 2,000
former officers to return to active
duty this summer to compete for
Regular Army commissions.
Open to men between the ages
of 21 to ' 27 in all the Army
branches except the Medical and
Dental Corps, the program will result in selection of all qualified
competitors following closely supervised and observed "competitive
tours" of duty. Those selected after tours of from one year to eighoen months wili be offered commissions as lieutenants in the Regular Army. Successful candidates
will be given credit for Regular
Army promotion purposes for the
time spent in competitive tours.
Although the tours are officially
'nbeled "competitive," the competition involved is actually against
a set standard rather than against
ihe other officers taking tours at
ihe same time. A number of vacancies available, it was pointed
cut, will permit the appointmen*
all who meet the standards.
The only exceptions to the 27thbirthday age limit will be allowed
in the Veterinary and Medical
Service Corps, where 30 will be
the top age, and in the Corps of
Chaplains, where 34 will be the
maximum. To enter a competitive tour, which will begin 15 July,
the candidate must not have passed the top age limit on 1 June.
Non-Regular officers not on regular duty with the Army may apply competitive tours .provided
they meet the general standards.
Persons outside the active service
must volunteer for two-year tours
of active duty with the understanding that failure to win a Regular Army commission will not in
itself reSjiilt in premature release
from the service.
Duration of the tour itself will
be one year, with an extension to
eighteen-months where the individual's qommander considers such
an extension desirable.
The opening of the competitive
tour program was expected to be
of special1 interest to 1948 ROTC
graduates, who will have their
first opportunity to compete for
REGULAR ARMY commissions as
a result of the plan. These newly commissioned reservists were
ineligible for the 1946 and 1947
Regular Army integration programs because they lacked World
War II service as officers.
Application for tours should be
made to the Adjutant General,
Attention AGSO-R, Washington
25, D. C.

Co-op Gives Report
New Leaders Elected
At a recent veteran meeting in
the college chapel, the secretarytreasurer of the Student Co-op
gave his annual report. It is as
follows; L
Membership: 136.
Assets, total: $3511.56.
Total ,sales from Sept. 1947 to
April 1, 1948: $6178.65.
Boys who have books down at
the Co-op should check to see if
these books have been sold. Many
students have money waiting for
them.
Four new directors of the Coop were elected at this meeting.
They will serve terms varying in
length as stated in the constitution. The length of terms for
each director varies from one to
three years.
Those elected are as follows:
Alumni: Mr. E. L. B. Osborne,
'47, Clemson News Bureau Director.
Faculty: Prof. J. H. Gates, Acting Head of the Department of
Architecture.
Student Body: Bob Thomas, architecture junior of Clemson, Leo
Kirven, pre-medicine senior of
Pinewood.

BURNETS ARE DRAMATIC MINDED

Two Students Get
Army Commissions
A report released in Washington on Monday named Brice E.
Lytle and Joe E. Webb to receive
Regular Army commissions because of their distinguished military service as member0 of lhe
Reserve Officers Tr.aini
These two men will b<
into the Regular Army and Regular Air Corps as second lieutenants. Both are Clemson students.
Lytle is the regimental corn ■
mander at Clemson and has been
distinguished in the military
phase of life at Clerrison
is a native of Fort Mill
major in mechanical e.
Webb is from Saluda, a:
majoring in Civil Engine

Slacks
-Swim Trunks
—Sport Shirts-'

-flBIQtfS1
MCfl*

SHOP

SENECA. S.<

SPORTING GOODS

HOUSEWARE.

Anderson, S. C.

>Ir. and Mrs. MacCttrdy Burnet have received many compliments
on the way that they handled the Little Theater production of
"The Male Animal" last week. The Burnets came to Clemson
sometime ago, and since moving here have proven to the campus
that they are vitally interested in dramatics here.

Hobson Returning
To Clemson To Teach
For Summer Session
James Harvey Hobson,, former
Assistant Professor of Chemistry,
is returning to teach in the
summer session, according to an
announcement made by* Dean H.
L. Hunter of the School of Chem-

Hobson has completed work c
his Master of Science degree from
Emory University, and he will
assist Dr. F. H. Pollard in the
Physical Chemistry Department.
Also a new addition to the
faculty, Dr. J. G. Dinwiddle of
the University of Virginia will
begin work at Clemson with the
opening of the 1948-49 session.
Dinwiddie is to work with Dr.
Peter Carodemos in the Department of Organic Chemistry.

Weil
COME IN
AND
LUNCH WITH US
WHILE ON THE CAMPUS
WE OFFER A VARIETY OF:
-VEGETABLES
—DESERTS
DRINKS

—MEATS
—SALADS

SUMMER SLACKS . . .

rrw»i

in sharkskin, gabardine,
and khaki
.

In Basement of."Y"

JUDGE KELLER
Clemson, S. C.
Also Bargains in Sport Shirts,
Sox, Shoes

OPEN AFTER DANCES
Curb Service

TALK 0' TOWN
One and a half miles from Clemson
on Greenville Highway
.Steak with all the trimmings . . . $1.25
Short Orders

Schedule Of Pictures at the
Shows on the Clemson

ent Picture
ampys:

May 6-7—THREE DARING DAUGHTERS with feanett§> McDonald
Jose Iturbi (Auditorium No. 1).
May 7-8—HIGH BARBAREE with June Allysoii, Van johnson (Auditorium No. 2).
May 8—LIVING IN A EIG WAY with Gens Kellj. Marie ;*ic»anald
(Auditorium No. 1).
May 10-11—CHRISTMAS EVE with George, Raft, Joan Blou'deH
(Auditorium No. 1).
May 10-11—FANTASIA, a Walt Disney feature (Auditorium No. 2).
May 12-13-14—NAKED CITY with Barry Fitzgerald, Dorothy Mar,t.
May 13-14—BLACK BART with Yvonne de Carlo.
When you attend the student pictures on the campus you help to
make possible many student activities and the continuation of p|p*
tures for students and campus folk.

Mother's Day
May
SELECT YOUR MOTHER'S DAY
CANDY
'

—NOW —

Whirriidn's --Norris - Nunnalfys
Hoilingsworth
Mother's Day Greeting Cards
Stationery - Perfume
A floral tribute to the most
wonderful Mom in all the
world—your

Mom.

.

Bath Powders

Gift

her with, flowers.
Order From Us Today!!

Ii. C. martin

SENICA FLOWER

P. S. McCollum, Owner

SHOP

The Official College Book and Suppy Store"

...

! Phone 341—Seneca, S. C.
„ i

an'

i..'«H
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OUR BEST GIRL PAYS A VISIT
Sunday will probably find a larger crowd on the
Clemson campus than at any one time during the year. We
take this opportunity to welcome all visitors, but especially
do we welcome one—our best girl—Mother. This is the
only time of the year at which lime she can come to our
school and go through the barracks and see what kind of a
fife we lead from day to day, and to get a little idea of what
goes on "behind the walls".
Mother's Day conies but once a year, and on this day,
the whole world salutes the motherhood of the world. We
at Clemson do our small part in honoring the one who has
tared for us through thick and thin, through happiness and
sadness, through sickness and good health, and who has always stood by us through the years.
Clemson is proud to have this number of people on the
campus for the week-end, and we hope that they will find
their time enjoyable and well spent. We especially hope
that the mothers who find their way to our beautiful campus
wili cherish their visit as one of the most memorable of their
life.

Dr. Pool a Says
The alumni had a fine meeting
in Denmark on last Friday evening. Bob Easterling, always a
staunch supporter of the college,
had barbecued four pigs at his
summer place on the banks of
the Edisto River, and one hundred and sixty old and young
alumni met to enjoy the barbecue and pay their respects to
Messrs. Daniel, Colhoun, Martin, Hunter, and Bryan. The
group from Clemson also included
Mr.
Littlejohn, Mr.
Woodward, and me. The meeting was fun.for everyone. Norman Byrd, one of Clemson's

greatest miler«, told of having a
room in his home named Calhoun in honor fih sold coach
and professor. Other alumni recalled those present with stories
of the old days when they were
students here.
From the standpoint of the
professors, it was a rare gathering and they enjoyed the occasion as much as their former
students. Most of them have
had forty years at Clemson and
all spoke briefly and in a moving
manner. The years have strengthened and mellowed their ties
with the college and with the
men they once taught. I am

sure that many of the alumni
looking back over the. years
wished they had known their
professors better and had profited by closer ties with these fine
gentlemen.
Some day in the years to come
you students will meet your professors under similar circumstances and will wonder"why you
let pass the chance to know them
better. Let me urgev you to
consider how much you will miss
if you do not take advantage of
the opportunity to know your
professors and appreciate them
as men as well as teachers.
R. F. Poole, President

Campus Chatter
By THOMAS A. COLLINGS

WATCH YOUR CONDUCT
OVER THE WEEK END
Clemson will be "on parade" three days this week, Friday through Sunday. It is estimated that close to 20,000
will be on and off the campus for these three days. The festivities will vary from dances to parades.
We realize that with this large crowd on the campus,
there will be some sipping of things other than water and
soft drinks. It is hoped that this so cal'ed sipping will not
lake place. However, if this must happen, we ask that you
nqt make a fool out of yourselves.
There will be a series of two dance nights, two banquets, a two-day fair, the parade, and numerous in'ermission
and after dance parties. Clemson will not only be "on parade", but will be "on record" before this vast throng. Let
us strive to impress these visitors that are to be here.

FAIR WILL SHOW INSIDE DEPARTMENTS
For the first time since before the war, the Clemson
Fair will return to the campus. This is to give the visitors
on the campus a chance to see just what is happening in
each department. Various agricultural, engineering, textile and science exhibits will be on display. Numerous
booths and movies'will be shown throughout the day..
The Fair will be a highlight of the Mother's Day program on the campus, and visitors who find time to visit
these exhibits will find it well worth their time.

PLAYS, LECTURES ARE WORTH SEEING
Clemson is fortunate to have different funds which' are
put to use throughout the year to bring lectures and the like
to the campus. Still other entertainment comes here
through the auspices of clubs, both town and school, who are
interested in bringing the best to the campus. From time
to time, the coming attraction gets plenty of publicity all
over the campus and then again, very little can be obtained.
However, regardless of the amount of publicity, there is
usually very lit lie turnout shown on the part of the students.
During this past school year, numerous scientific lectures, plays, concerts, and general entertainment has been
afforded the students at Clemson, but it is very seldom that
over five or ten percent of the student body will even venture
lo investigate what is coming off.
Very few of the various entertainment shows that have
been here throughout the years could be termed as a "rotten egg". We realize that there are numerous lesls given
by professors and other things enter into the life of the student, but not enough to merit the attention that some of these
productions get.
We would like to see better turnouts on all entertainment, free or otherwise. Then the people who come to
Clemson to put on these lectures and plays can say that the
school supports their sort of entertainment and will cause
them to want to make a return trip here someday, and they
will also tell their fellow colleagues, and will influence them
to come here. —>---»*-.M^,^
*-*•*•

The Faculty dance clubs
wound up their social season for
this year. The Cotillion Club
held a supper dance at the Forest Hills Supper Club in Greenville. The dance was attended
by about seventy couples from
Clemson and many guests from
Anderson and Greenville.
The Terpsichorean Club had
as its final fling a dance in the
Little Field House, which was
also attended by many couples
and enjoyed by all.
On Friday night the Phi Psi
(textile fraternity) had a dinner
at the Hotel Greenville for the
initiates and members.
Mrs. F. T. Dargan spoke on
Tamassee at the Orangeburg
Chapter of D. A. R. on Tuesday,
May 4.
Following the dance clubs' example, Clemson parties went into full swing before the end of
the semester. Among the parties
were a bridge, party given by
Mrs. Hubert Morgan in honor
of Mrs. Ed Giles, a recent bride;
a droo-in for coffee given by
Mrs. C. L. Morgan; two bridge
parties at the home of Mrs. E.

C. Turner; and another given by
Mrs. A. R. Reed and Mrs. Tate
Lindsay.
The Piedmont District U. D. C.
met with the Clemson Chapter
on Thursday, April -29. Mrs. F.
T. Dargan is president of the local chapter. Mrs. T. Richey
Simmons, division president,
gave a talk, and Mrs. Russell
Moore, of Union, director of the
Piedmont District, presided. A
Dutch luncheon was served by
the ladies of the Methodist
Church.
On Wednesday, April 28, the
Newcomers Club
entertained
their husbands at a bridge party
in the Browsing Room. Mrs.
Hugh McGaritv won high score
for women and Prof. Tuttle wen.
high for men.
The Clemson U. D. C. held its
■regular meeting on Monday,
April 26, at the home of Mrs. J.
P. LaMaster, with Mrs. Wn.
Aull as co-hostess. Dr. T. S.
Buise, of the Soil Conservation
Service, Spartanburg, talked on
"Soil of the South.". Mrs. Buie
accompanied Dr. Buie to visit
friends of the days when they

lived at Clemson.
Dr. and Mrs. F. Hi H. Calhoun
are spending some time in Florida.
Members of the Agricultural
Economics Club and the agriculture economics faculty had a
picnic on Tuesday, May 4, at Issaqueena Lake.
The Fellowship Club held its
regular meeting on Tuesday.
Prof. K. Lehotsky, associate professor of forestry, spoke.
On Wednesday night, Mr. and
Mrs. Nash Gray entertained at
a bridge'party.
On Friday Mrs. J. B. Whitney
and Mrs. N. D. Goebel will have
seven tables of bridge.
Mrs. J. C. Littlejohn was surprised with a shov/er of cards,
flowers, package- find other attentions on her birthday, April
27.
The Rev: Mr. Haighti head of
the Department of Theology at
Furman, conducted services each
night from Sunday through
Thursdav at the Baptist Church
in its Week of Deeper Religious
Thinking. He also delivered the
sermon on Sunday morning.

^a^o^d /ttound t&e 7^*e£a&&
By CHARLOTTE H. HAY
Mr. J. B. Kirkland of Kershaw
recently visited his nephow and
niect, John and Anera Langford
of Unit 194.

Dennis and Odell Owings of
Unit 207 had as their guests
Sunday Mr. and Mrs. Nadell
Boggero of Greenwood.

Leon and, Chet Gabrels of
Unit 211 had as their guests
Chefs mother and father, Mr.
and Mrs. R. E. Stallings, and her
sister, Lou Stallings, of Spartanburg.

Jimmy and Dot McLane and
young_ Jimmy and Patty of Unit
335 weekended in Newberry
with Jimmy's parents.

James and Robbie Ard of
Unit 57 spent last Friday in Columbia.
George and Hilda Anderson
of Unit 231 passed the weekend in Gastonia, N. C, with
George's parents, Mr. and Mrs.
W. D. Anderson.
Elmer and Margaret Young of
Unit 66 had as their dinner
guests recently David and Tommie Carr of Honea Path and
Ray and Lina DuBose of Clemson.
Mrs. W. T. Davis of Unit 195
was hostess to Circle No. 3,
Methodist Missionary Society.
Bob and Mildred Folk and
their small son, Robert of Unit
333 weekended in Beltoil with
Bob's mother, Mrs. R. H. Folk.

Congratulations to Earl and
Catherine Cowan of Unit 346 on
the arrival of a daughter, Catherine, on April 22nd.
Mrs. Ruth Langston of Unit
104, Sara Hendricks of Unit 203.
and Nancy Rabe of Unit 12
motored to Honea Path recently to attend a bridge partv at
the home of Sara's sister, Mrs.
H. J. Stephens.
Irving and Marjorie Abrams
of Unit 260 entertained last
week with a party in honor of
the cast of "Male Animal'^ recent Little Theatre production.
Jack and Sarah Bradfield of
Unit 67 weekended in Hickory.
N. C, with Sarah's parents, Mr.
and Mrs. G. P. Fowler.
Jimmie and Jimmie Harley
and little Rosemary Harley of
Unit 209 spent the week-end in

St. George with Jimmie's parents, Mr. and Mrs. J. H. Harley.
Elmer and Margaret Young of
Unit 661 visited Margaret's
mother in Greenville Sunday.
The Colonial Circle Bridge
Club met last week at the home
t>£ Eva Jameson, Unit 65. Emma
Bishop won high score prize.
The next meeting will be held
May 13th and the hostess will
be Jean Shelley of Unit 59.
Mrs. J. L. Caulder, Miss Jimlyn
Caulder, Mrs. Juanita Matthews,
Anna Minah and Chester Matthews of Olanta were the weekend visitors of Charles and Annette Godwin of Unit 193.
Doodle Godwin celebrated his
first birthday on Saturday.
■ Little Patsy McFadden,"daughter of Banks and Agnes McFadden of Unit 223, celebrated
her second birthday witting, party
Monday afternoon. Guests included Jane Lindsey, Majqy Gray,
Helen Coker, Susan Harrison,
Ann Darby, Mack Lever,, Eddie
Coakley, Johnny Cox, -Johnny
McMillan, Mickey Lunk,. Tina
Browley, Robin Jones, Walter
Cox, Dorothy Ann Milford,
Larry Peel, and Frank Cox.

THE BIG THREE
In the life of the Clemson man there are
many things of varied interest and significance, but during the school year three
events stand out above all the rest. Those
events are State Fair, Christmas, and Mother's Day. The first is now a vague memory
(not altogether pleasant), and the joys of
the second are now forgotten; but the pleasure and color of third is yet to be enjoyed.
Throughout the campus last-minute preparations for the dances, exhibits, drills, presentations, installations, etc., are in progress and there can be no doubt as to the
multitude and variety of activities that will
go on during this coming weekend.
With all the bustle and color accompanying Mother's Day it is not surprising to find
that the real purpose behind the "third big
event" is sometimes overlooked. In keeping with the national significance of the observance of Mother's day, Clemson seeks to
honor the mothers of its students; and so on
May 9 when the cadets show off their military accomplishments with drills and a regimental review, it will be for their "best girls"
- -the mothers of Clemson men.
Weekend Highlights—Military Plus '
. In addition to the military aspects of the
weekend, there will be many other "extracurricular" activities to be enjoyed by both
students and, visitors a'ike. The last dances
of the year will feature the music of one of
the country's outstanding all-Negro orchestras in the Jimmie Lunceford band, which is
to be here both Friday and Saturday nights
lo play for Taps Ball. The annual JuniorSenior is the highlight of the several banquets planned for May 7-8. Last but by no
means least, the Clemson Fair is being revived for the first lime in a number of years.
Previously held under the auspices of the
School of Agriculture, this years fair will
feature exhibits from virtually every department ,of the College.
Working in close cooperation, both faculty and students have made extensive preparations to display their fields of endeavor
to best advantage, and booths are to be placed
over the campus to aid visitors in finding

their wav iround Clemson. Also for the
convenience of guests, the Military Department has prepared a number of programs
outlining the activities on the Sunday program, in addition to giving other information of interest to visiting persons.
Inspection and Parade—For Student Body .•
Whether we realize it or not, all of Clemson will undergo a strict inspection for a period beginning on May 7 and ending approximately a week later. During that time
the number of visitors will run into the
thousands; each individual will carry away
distinct impressions of the school, its campus, and its men. Whe'hcr those impress '
sions reflect credit or discredit on Clemi'un
will be determined by the conduct of Clemson men themselves. We the students ara,
again faced with, an opportunity—and also,
a problem. The opportunity is thai t h ei
merijs of our college can be clearly shown ,
to outsiders; the problem comes in making
certain that the impressions we make are
all good. Th.e "Country Gentlemen" have
not failed to meet the highest standards on
Mother's Day thus far; it is impossible to
believe that they will not carry through in
the best tradition this year as well.
"The Drink Problem"
In connection with all the conditions arising out of the crowded activity that goes on>
during Mother's Day, there inevitably comes
the problem of refreshments for the visitors
who cover the campus. In the past the local canteen, "The Juice Shop", has furnished the answer to part of the problem by
selling soft drinks and snacks to the guests.
The cost of the drinks furnished by the*
"Juice Shop" was usually raised to ten cents
each on Mother's Day, and an investigation
made recently by Blue Key revealed that
tius price was entirely justified. In order
lo compensate for the heavy loss and breakage of drink bottles usually accompanying'
the "big day", the canteen found it necessary
to raise the cost. Since that time, however,
a soda fountain has been added, and fountain drinks are to be sold at regular price
on May <).

ot That It Matters
LEONARD M. MAGRUDER
So! Nothing to do! Oh, don't
apologize! I'm well aware of
this column's fate once it gets
into the hands of you dear readers. First you read Oscar, maybe the headlines. Then you
thumb through in hopes of finding a comic strip. Failing this
you read the sports section. A
few days later you find yourself
without a thing to do. You've
taught up on all your lessons,
seen all the shows, played ball
all afternoon, and haven't the
money for a date. The laundry's back, you've had your haircut, all dues are paid, and every
magazine in the room has been
thoroughly read from cover to
cover. (Meaning Sunshine and
Health and Salute). In final
desperation you pick up the Tiger, read the editorial page and
end up with a flip of the coin to
determine whether you'll hit the
sack or read this column. It
used to hurt my feelings but
now I'm used to it.
If you but knew the work that
gose into this column, maybe
you'd appreciate it more. Tuesday night, (three days after
deadline), Bradley sends out a
scouting party armed with blackjacks' to find me. It costs money
but after the delay of their having a few beers with me, we
stagger up to the office. Finding
all the typewriters occupied and
thinking I have an excuse not to
work, I make for the door. But
Bradley has borrowed one of
our typewriters from the Taps
especially for me, and dragging
it out he calls me back. So getting out my copies of "Yellow
Jacket", "Esquire", and "Bits of
Beauty", I proceed to be inspired. Five hours later I turn
in the finished product to the
Cryptographic Department which
deciphers my one finger typewriting and turns it over to
Bradley who proceeds to rewrite
the whole thing. Harold Landrith
received
twenty - seven
thousand letters as author of this

column. I haven't received a
one. What does this prove? My
readers can't write. Seriously,
though, I want to thank those of
you who have written for your
encouraging letters. Let's have
some printable ones. Box 144.
Lover Boys
This much of the column, is to
be a tribute to those oft-overlooked men without whom Clemson would really rate with the
women as class one among cowcolleges, the Lover Boys. (Not
to be confused with the Rover
Boys) most prominent of those on
the campus, and all charter
members of I Felta Thi are such
characters as "Boony King"
Lowder, "Politicing" Moore,
"Convertible" Green,
"We're
Colonels" Lytle, Font, and Atkinson,
Charlie
"Casonova"
Morris, Ray "Elevator" Alexander, Dan "Slow Motion" May,
Ozzie "Frog" Wallace, Leonard
"Woman's Delight" Reynolds, Al
"Secret Lover" Robinson, and
"Jack "Body Beautiful' Trescott. The fallowing letters stand
as memorials to their famous
tactics.
(From Nookey to her date, after Clemson weekend dance)
Dear Peter,
"Sweetest, I certainly hated to
return to this hole and all this
dreadful studying after that
heavenly weekend in your arms.
I'll never get over those mad '
Bohemian crushes of yours,
wherever did you pick them up?
The dance, Was devine!
And
those friends of yours are positively the most charming people I have ever met. I'm still
in a daze! I'm just hoping you
won't think me the most awful
kind of a drip for not wanting
any more after that last fifth,
but really honey, things were
beginning to spin. As for that
other matter, nice little girls
don't do things like that. Forgive me?
Thrilling yours,

Nookey
(Letter from Nookel to a girl
friend)
Dear Jazzy,
Am I thankful to get back!
They really put me through the
mill at Clemson last weekend.
What a monster your friend
Peter turned out to be ! I had
to hit him over the head with a
bottle. That cave-man was
pawing me to death. Speaking
of bottles, the stuff he fed me
must have been made in a bathtub. The dances were really
sad, the orchestra knew but
three pieces, and Peter, the'
clumsy mule, wore the shoes
right off my feet. His friends?
All they did was talk of past
conquest . and compare keys.
We waited eternities in line for
food, and when it was oil ver, I
found myself twenty-three dollars poorer. The fool walked ■
me five miles cross-country to a
place called cemetery-hill, after
arriving there, the only poetry he
knew was "Charge of the Light
Brigade". Thrill! Thrill!
Love,
Nookey ,
(Letter from Peter to another
Lover-Boy)
Jackson, old pal,
Did I have a big time last
weekend! This little gay by
name of Nookey all but bribed
me to have her up to the dance,
but I'll never forget it. Talk
about passion, she was really
warm for my. form. Drank like
a horse and really fell for that
smooth line of mine. Cost me
twenty-seven dollars but sure t
was worth it! If you're ever up
Spartanburg way, look her up
and tell her you know me. She'll
really fix you up, old man owns
a shoe factory and two Cadillacs.
Must write the rest of my women, (twelve of them, you know)
so I'll sign off.
Ragards,
Peter
More power to you, boys!

'ptorn Ct6en @&Meye 1Ro$6
By BILL BERRY
Winthrop:
These sunny Spring days have
been causing quite a bit of
trouble at Winthrop. It seems
that the pretty young things
have been taking sun-baths on
the dorm roofs. An interested
student has suggested that the
girls wear jackets or shirts when

going to the roof..
Notice!
All planes leaving Clemson
for Rock Hill have been grounded.
Here's a little advice
Cathy at Winthrop:
Rough Stuff

from

It is best not to let the boy
friend come right out -and say
he loves you—squeeze it out of
him.
Overheard in a parked car
near the campus:
"Slow down Columbus you've
discovered enough for tonight."
—Hi Y'all
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POETS' CORNER

If one kisses Ellen's lips,
Ellen's curl intrudes;
Ellen's lips are flaming red,
But Ellen's curls are prudes.
Open Air Concert
Now, I just went to watch the crowd,
Expecting music harsh and loud,
But soon within my heart's back-row
A gentle warmth began to glow.
The crowd was there, the youn, the old,
The "leaves of grass" both meak and bold;
Yet, Someone else had paused there, too,
With breath as sweet as honeydew;
And softly in the fading light,
His pleasant smile adorned the night.
Yet, God, as usrely real as we,
Was there for all who wished to see.
Tanhouser marched across the stage,
First note on note then page o npage;
Oh, I was conscious of his worth,
And praised the group that gave him birth
But did >ou hear ihe lark that sang
On high above the cymbal's clang?
And did you hear the breeze at play
As Sunday passed upon its way?
The wisps of joy the concert brought,
Are dear and sweet to after-thought,
But how much sweeter, hope you heard,
1*?it sofied Song, that gentler Word.
Spring Thoughts At Clemson
'Tis true, the ugly path is lost,
But Oh, My Oh, at what a cost!
I simply, simply can't endure
The horrible smell of cow manure!

BOOK-ENDS
By Dave Spiner
CONVALESCENT
Frankie Carle's daughter and
vocalist, Marjorie Hughes, is convalescing in Hollywood after an
illness serious enough to warran'
Carle's cancellation of his March
Anon bookings. He will follow Lombardo at the L. A. Cocoanut
Grove May 11.
WINGS AND STRINGS
Les Paul, the New Sound, is
busy concocting new string instruments after an automobile
accident in Oklahoma. In his
narrow escape Les came close to
putting away his weird instruments and taking up the more
raditional harp.
STRINGS
Wingy Manone, old-time N. O
'rumpeter and singer, is now imid-ocean on his way to Paris
had considered bopping Great
ntain, but its musician's union
as been successfully blocking
ost of our instrumentalists from
giving performances there. Franc
can always, be depended upon fo:
J. W. B i gala reception. Look at Josephine Baker ... of course she
;rore a banana G-string!
DVANCE NOTICE
I was fortunate enough to have
ard last Saturday an advance
J. W. B
ipy of Francis Craig's latest.
Fooling." It will probably sell.

-/ $da$6zw d Study /"God Gives Me Every Day .the Very Best That I Will Allow Hin
to Give."
Yes, the above statement is true, but not many of us think in tha
particular light. We usually receive in accordance with our giving
but God gives us so much more than we are worthy of. We ver
often take things for granted, don't think of, and couldn't count if wi
tried, all the blessings given us each day.
It is life, or maybe it's a habit with some, to wake up in the mornings. What a wonderful thing to do. "In the beginning God crea.
ed . . . ." and in the morning we wake up to the light of a new an
stainless day. We all control God's blessings on us for the rest c
the day. Many Of us fuss and quarrel when night comes becaus
something didn't go the way we wanted it to. What did we give c
do that had control of the day? If we live a full, wholesome life, w
shall certainly reap accordingly.
Let us remember that the hour of praising God is always presen
Let us allow God's blessings upon us to be rich and fruitful by doin
His will and by giving Him praise.
Not "How did he die?"
But "How di'i-he live?"
Not "What did he gain?"
But "What did he give?"
Not "What was his station?"
But "Had ho a heart?"
And "How did he play his Godgiven part?"
Not "What was his church?"
Nor "What was his creed?"
But "Had he befriended those really in need?"
Not "What did the sketch in the newspaper say?"
But "How many were sorry when he passed away?"
(Kansas City Times

May 6, and 7 (Thu"s., Fri.)
Inspection by the Board of
Visitors.
May 6 (Thursday)
2:30 p. m. — Tennis Match,
Clemson vs. College of Charleston.
4:00 p. m.—Clemson College
Woman's Club, YMCA
6:00 p. m.—Review in honor of
Board of Visitors, Bowman Field.
7:00 p. m.—Pictures in Chapel
sponsored by IPOAY.
8:00 p. m.—Hi Y meeting,
YMCA Cabinet Room.
May 7 (Friday)
2:30 p. m.—Tennis Match, Clemson vs Wofford.
3:30 p. m.—Baseball Game,
Clemson vs. Wofford.
7:00 p. m.—Junior-Senior Banquet, Mess Hall.
8:00 p. m.—High School Can-

teen, YMCA Club Rooms.
9:00 p. m.-l:00 a. m.—Junioi
Senior and Taps Ball, Field Hous<
(Semi-formal)
May 8 (Saturday)
9:00 a. m.-7:00 p. m.—Collef
Fair. (All departments will dem
onstrate equipment.)
2:30 p. m.—Business Meetinr
Terpsichorean Club, YMCA Clu'
Room.
I 6:45 p. m.—BSU Annual Socia
Y Cabin.
7:00 p. m.-—Taps Banquc
YMCA Club Room No. 2.
8:00 p. m.-12—Dance, FieL
House. (Informal)
May 9 (Sunday)
9:30-11:30 a. m.—College Fan
(All departments of the colleg
will exhibit training equipment.
10:00 a. m.-l:00 p. m.—Visitors
Day and Mothers' Day: Barrack
1, 2, and 6 open house to visitors
11:30 a. m.-l:00 p. m.—Church
Campus Churches.

When in Anderson visit our store for quality items of
hardware reasonably priced.
Also a complete line of Paints
Alumni of Class '27

When You're in Greenville
STOP AND SHOP AT

alfred h. new
FURNISHINGS FOR MEN
7 West Washington Street
JAYSON SHIRTS AND SPORTSWEAR
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Clemson, S. C.

By Dave Spiner
that this week-end Henry Black
that Earle Morris must be in
proved to be a bigger fool than he
bad shape with Nellie if he has
(oscar) thought he was.
to have her picture in the Tiger
OSCAR SAYS
that if you see someone dancing before she will come to the
)y himself this week-end, his dance.
■—n<=CA" SAYS
■ame is Cecil Walters.
that he (oscar) would like to
-—■
OSCAR SAYS
that Giles "Red-blood" ■ Lewis know if Len "Scoop" Reynolds
is the chief topic of conversatior. got "latched." or was it "LYNCHED" at the Rock dance Saturday
on the sunroof at Winthrop.
night.
OSCAR ^AYS
■
'■"""AR SA~S
that Toxy Calif f is always
that Lytle was really burned up
under foot—Martha's.
•"ben he caught Col. Thackston
05CAR SAYS
down-town in cits and couldn't
that Gil Allen and Joan Pen- bust him. Let's face it Lytle,
nell both claim to be true-blue you're a drin.
but he (oscar) knows better about
OSCAR SAYS
both.
that he (oscar) heard a lot of
OSCAR SAYS
protest about Dr. Poole canceling
+v<at Vi« fosc^r) wonders wnat Bryan Dom's engagement.
"Big - Split" Smithwick and
OSCAR SAYS
that he (oscar) hopes the
"Louse" Landrith did at Camp
Long when they took dates to the Country Gentlemen will conduct
themselves in a gentlemanly
woods at two in the morning.
-OSCAR SAYS
—
manner this week-end.
OSCAR SAYS
that when Don Murray sent
Mary Faye's picture back he for- Mr. Hush series:
Three and Nineteen.
got a few 8x10s. Keeping th< m
Are places you know,
for his collection, he (oscar)
Some stay away,
guesses.
But the Oscars still go.
that "Doc" Roberts is losin"
some of his (Roberts) prestige at
Winthrop.
-n<sr»o SAYC

that Nelson has turned her
charms on J. P. Carwile. Will
this mighty man succumb?
-OC-*" SAVS-

By WAYNE BALLENTINE

@otlefe0aimdafi

THE

CHATTER

Please submit entries to P. O Box 502. Thanks.
To Ellen
Samson's tresses were for strength,
Eilen's are for beauty;
Sometimes Ellen's tresses though,
Serve a different duty.

BETWEEN

PLATTER

by
J. W. Bradfield, Jr.

f

om

@iem&aa
;ar Tom,
We students have learned from
s newspapers of surrounding
ties that the invitation of a candate for the office of United
ates Senator from South Caroi.a to speak at Clemson's Junior'•nior has been cancelled.
According to a newspaper ac>unt, the invitation was withawn because "the authorities
It that the speech might place
e college in the position of tak1 sides" in the campaign. Tom,
have a confession to mak°. I
istened to a speech by Henry
allace on the radio last night. I
seply regret this since now the
ollege will have to take sides in
he presidential election.
Tom, I have another confession.
' read an article on Harold Stas;en in a national magazine.
In addition Tom, I read an
rrticle which summarized cerain sections of Das Kapital by
Karl Marx. Now the Americar
'lag must be lowered and the
Jammer and Sickle raised or
'owman Field.
But, Tom, I have a question
What did your father-in-law
r
ohn C. Calhoun, do when Danic
Webster and Henry Clay rose tc
peak in the United States Senate? Did he bury his head ostricv
"ashion in the sands of withdrawal from reality so as not t(
Olace his state of South Carolin;
in the "position of taking sides'
or did he carefully listen to al"
■/iews while reserving for himself the right to decide for himself as to what was best for hi;
state and country?
Tom we students of Clemso
are citizens of this country am
this state. The men who are elect
sd to office in 1948 or 1950 wi]
represent and govern us am
1:45 p. m.-2:30 p. m.—Banr'
Concert, College Band; Colleg'
Chapel.
2:45-2:55 p. m. •— Exhibition
Drill, Freshman Platoon on Bow
■nan Field.
2:55-305 p. m.—Exhibition Prill
Vrshin? Rifle Platoon on Bowman Field.
3:05-3:20 p. m. — Exhibition
~)ri-ll, Senior Platoon, Bowma:
Field.
3:45 p. m.—Cadet Re<*imenta
Review on Bowman Field.
6:30 p. m. — Vesper Serivces
YMCA. The Reverend William
Preston Hall will sp°ak.
May 10-11 (Mon. Tues.)
Annual ROTC Inspection.
May 11 (Tuesday)
2:00 p. m.—Regimental Review
and Inspection of Cadet Corps or
Bowman Field.
7:00 p. m.—Horticultural Clu'
Long Hall.
7:00 p. m.—Forum Club, Physic
Building.
8:00-9:00 p. m—AAUP meet
ing, YMCA Club Room. Al
faculty members invited.
8:30 'n. m.—Tiger Brotherhood
Tiger Den.
May 12 (Wednesday)
6:30 p. m.—Barbecue for local
Alumni, Y Cabin. (No Charge.)
7:00 p. m.—Forum on Courtship at Baptist Church.

The Vets'
Corner

HYPNOTISM COMES OF AGE
By Raymond Rosenthal
and Bernard Wolfe
Hypnotism, like many other
phases of science, was born in
the folds of black magic condemned as heresy, and finally
gained some recognition as a
valid tool for medical science
The emergence of hypnotism has
been slow and many controversies
still rage about it. The subject
has long been a natural to capi ture the public's imagination and
Jt
has been used as the theme for
many works of fiction. Tne aui thors have attorned to cover
objectively both sides of the
scientific front and to clear- up
some of the misinformation
! amounting almost to a folk-lore
tnat
has grown up around
hypnotism. Many questions the
layman would be likely to ask are
dealt with. This is the layman's
complete handbook on hypnotism

Name this cartoon and win a free carton of Chesterfields. Ma.il
KINGDOM OF ADVENTURE:
entries to Box 2G9 or give to II. Gr.'.ham Reynolds. Winners will
be announced 'in tliis spp.ee next »v.i'k.
EVEREST
By James Ramsey UHman.
Everest has provided the chalS^rtsi 'Elecfed 'Prexy
lenge that has lured men .to om
^1
;
of the greatest adventures eve
Of York County Club
xperienced.
Everest symbolizes
Mr. Clarence Senn class of '34,
the unconquered. This towering
'rom-Rock Hit]' was etected presiwhite virgin of the mists has long
dent of the York County Alumni
By E. M. RALLINGS
enticed sportsmen to make heroic
Chapter at a meeting last Friday
and LEO KIRVEN
efforts to subdue her majesty.
nicrht, Anril 30. in Rock Hill.
James Ransey Ullman, a great
With the coming of spring the Other officers elected were Mr.
climber himself, has recorded the -hildren return to the yards arid H. P. Walker, 'class of '24, from
spine-tingling experiences of some ! he street's of the veterans' vil- Fort Mill as vice president* Mr.
of the men who have tried—and ages, and the danger.from speed- Frank Barnes, class of '15, from
ing automobiles returns too. At Rock Hill as treasurer, and Mr.
failed.
strategic points near the villages J. R. Hufchenson, class of '31,
'here are signs stating a maxi- from Rock Hill as secretary.
disabled at the time they reach mum speed limit of 20 MPH.
ft is very necessary for this speed DAVIDSON ELECTED PREXY
60.
Mr. George Davidson of GreenQ. I have been discharged from limit to be observed. The few
minutes' time saved by speeding
he service for over a year. What through these areas will mean wood was elected bresident of the
Greenwood Alumni Chapter
is the latest date on which I can little to the individual who take; Thursday night, April 29. Mr.
enter school or take training the life of a child.
Ben- Free, class of '42, from
under the G-I Bill?
. It is the opinion of this columr- Greenwood was elected vice-presA. You have until July 25, 1951 'hat any fast driving that has ident.
to start school or training undei aken place has just been thought: the provision of Public Law 34f 'essness and only a reminder i: by the many outbreaks of rabies
(G-I Bill), and all schooling 01 leeded. Fast 'and reckless driv- that have been reported in the
training must be completed by 'ng m'aybe' reported to Mr. Roark d'aily"rtewspapOTS,-'f«cerfl!l,y-"
; July 25, 1956.
whose office is in the treasurer';
A few details about inoculatipn,
| Q. T converted my Nation^ iffi.ee. The license number must secured from Dr. Feeley', may be
Service Life Insurance to 20- be reported, of course, before any of help. Any age dog may be
inoculated, but the inocuUition
payment life. Is it noss;ble tr action can be taken.
Another point to be considere Joes not last very long if tlie dog
convert this policv once again t<a cheaper plan of insurance, sue!' since the children are outside i; s under four months old. The
■harge for inoculation varies with
'he canine population of the vet
as ordinary life?
;rans' village. The housing of- he size of the dog.
A. You may, provided you are fice has already called .attention
We also must consider the lo'idable to pass a physical exami- o the rules about dogs, as stated
sss of our radios now that all
nation.
in the booklet put out by the he windows ;and doors are open.
Q. I am the beneficiary of P. housing office. They are: "Dog: Our neighbor's radio program.
$10,000 National Service Life In- must be inoculated against rabie: :omes in with the breeze, unless
surance policy.
Are the pay- and their pens must be at leas' the volume is kept down, and vice
ments I am receiving subject to 25 feet from any unit."
versa. It is especially imjx. tjnfll
taxation
Most important at this time is to keep your radio turned' down
A. No. The payments of Nation- the inoculation. The children in the evening when so roaiiv
al Service Life Insurance as such must be protected. The irnport- of the fellows are trying, to gtudy.1
are wholly exempt from Federal ance of inoculation can be noted.
taxation.
(Veterans wishing further information about veterans' benefits may have their questions
answered by writing the V. A.
Regional Office, Fort Jackson, S.
C.)

that when visitors look at BowPhysical examinations for eomman Field, they will know that nensation purposes often confuse
this is not a one-horse town. .
veterans. Som" of their rmest.ions
-"■SCAT SAYS
on this andother benCf's are
that Hogan has crossed his
answered
on VA authority and
wires. A short circuit in Florida
nublished in this column by The
has fouled him up.
Ti^er as a service to our veterans.
"SCAR SAYS
.tljat Mr. Lindsey has done more
Q. Will my failure to report for
in.^wo weeks toward getting the a physical examination, ordered
boys on the ball than the entire by VA. affec* my payments of
faculty has done all semester.
compensation?
I-.CI-ACJ SAYS
A. Yes. Upon failure to report
. that he (oscar) wonders why
for
examination, without adeouate
"Big Beula" Hardee has beer
reasons,
an award of disability
so quiet lately. Is snow falling?
compensation is suspended.
If
nqrftR SAYS
that he (oscar) wonders if the 'he veteran su.bseauently reports
boys will turn out for Winthrop's ror physical examination, retrofollies like they did for the choir a.clive payments may or may not
They probably will—tmd ternttie^^ggtoWS depending o
same reason.
lure of the evidence.
OSCAR SA"'S
Q. Is the amount of my disthat he (oscar) hears that Jim
Young . might go stag to the ability compensation in any way
affectert by the amount of money
junior-senior.
I earn or receive from othe'
that Charlie "Whiskey" Still sources?
has been thrown off at Limestone
A. No.
and Winthrop. He is now havQ. Is the stepchild of a veteran
ir.ff to resort to high school entitled to the same benefits as
seniors.
a natural child?
A. Yes, if the stepchild is ov
that "Parson" Ballentine capitalized on Alice's being away was a member of the veteran's
from school. A weiner roast for household at time of death.
two is crowd enough.
Q. If I have entitled time left
after
I fin^h mv ioV)_tr?i"ivi<T
that "Buckett" Watson was doP"rsp
m^v I enroll in another
ifife a m»d shag wiih a freshman
iob-frainin^
on^^^^ or <^o to cpftool
fKOm Columbia College.
for the remainder of my enthat another of C?mn Long's 4 tirl°m»-+?
a. m. boys was Louis Carson.
A. With prior approval from
^CAD SAYS
Veterans Administration, you may
does Anderson's Dot know
use any remaining entitlement
about Bob Bradley's Winthrop
°ither for t^h-training or for edudeal?
catior»al traiui*""?.
O. I have adrte^' total Visibility
that "Cho«'^er H"a,~1" T y''1'3 an-1
"Skint Head" v0nt hart better ac- income coverage to rev "i-r'-vcept their military anpointme"+s ment National Service Life In5US1NESS MACHINES
They're no good for anything else. surance policy. Does the dis>FFICE SUPPLIES
ability coverage continue after
STUDENT SUPPLIES
that it reaHy w^s wr '""r''- my policy is paid v>?
manshin for the vets trj walk ou*
A. Yes, provided you have not
Oconee Office
on the Converse oiHs T''"rfi"
reached the age of 60. You connight at su'oer. A"d we're CounSupply
try Gentlemen. He fnscarl knew tinue to pay the additional premium for disability protection to
the Converse girls thought so.
Sales and Service
the end of the 20-year period
when
it,
too,
became
paid
up.
Phone 472 — Box 509
",fl other citizens of South Caro- All disability income protection
(Call us collect)
lina.
ceases when the insured reaches
0
It is oi"' nriviie" and solem-i age of 66; but payments are conSeneca, S. C.
du'v as educated c't.izens of th;s tinued to those who are totally
+
" ate. as voters both tr>-day and
to-morrow, as n^rticirta'-itc; i"
this freat American pvnoi-imont
of Democracy, to earefirtlv ex.qp^i^e and t/^ wei(yh fh<^ ^i^form^
CLEMSON STUDENTS ALWAYS WELCOME
•abilities and p^vc-f^rpii+iog ar>/^
the relative m^r'tq of ?n eo-^i.
dates for public office, and th»"
to decide f^r ourselves as to
which candidate deserves our support.
Tom. T hone that y>'i win
realize that T am not rrvinff to
ANDERSON, S. C.
cause discomfort or en-ih^i-a""-m»nt here at Clemson, but that I
am. onlv tryi"« to do mv riu+v
as a citizen '"'hen T arlr- t%.~+ "~-^T+horifias allow the students to
hear any canrtirt^+e for mihlic office that they wish to her.r.
Furthermore. Tom. I feel that
it would be wise for the authorities here at Clemson to encourage
all the elected offices and canh'dates for elective offices to appear on the campus and to state
Civilian and Military Clothes
heir,-platforms. Certainly we are
ild. enough to listen to wets a"/1
'iys, proponents of states rights
and civil rights, labor and management, Democrats and RepubComplete Outfitter to Men, Young Men and Students
licans, and even the supporters
of Henry Wallace, and, after listening to them all, to decide for
ourselves who we want to rep108 N. MAIN ST.
C.KEENYILLE, S. C.
resent us.
For this and only this is truly
democracy in action.
(Signed) Stanley Farbstein
:n

etcvecK

FEED YOUR FAMILY BETTER
tifcMV THRIFTIER, EASIER WAY!

MAYFAIR GRILL

STONE BROTHERS

Vostmaster
fits

Your

Kitchen

*15695
Plus delivery and inftalration

McCRARY-WELBORN
U. S. Distributor
409 North Main Street
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igs iwn Ersl
-1 k diamond Win;

WITH SCOOP REYNOLDS
Much is happening this week on Hie sports agenda of
Clemson College as the Bengal golfers journey to Spartaniburg to engage the other clubs in the state to
Wtle out the state championship.
Bobby Chapman, captain of tbc Tiger four,
will be out to garner individual honors and
Ishould take the lilk without too much trouble
provided.the" Spartanburg lad isn't off.
P. J. Boatwright, mainstay of the Wofford
outfit, will give Chapman a close run for lop
honors since the Terrier putter is the present
:ollegiale state title holder.
. ,
Billy Dell; Greenville freshman, is one of
the outstanding collegiate golfers in South
'Carolina and will be one of the big guns in
the Tiger attack.
Stan Halliday, Harold Selfridge, Jack Koopman, and
Jack Stacey round out the Bengal outfit. Wlih a group of
linksters of this caliber, Coach Jones' outfit should retain
their state title.

Two'Clemson hurlers let Erskine dawn with three hits last
Saturday as the Tigers gained a
3-1 victory' over the Flying Fleet
in a baseball game played at Due
West.
Edgar Berry and Joe Asbill did
the job lor the Tigers. Berry
Ditched one-hit ball for three innings, but when he developed a
case of wildness was relieved by
Asbill.
Though the Tigs were able to
tag Erskine's Padgett but for
five hits they combined
with seven Fleet errors to mdkc
three runs.
Catcher Gene Moore was the
big wheel in the Clemson attackas he hit safely twice in four
trips.
The box:
Erskine
ab r ll o
Willingham, ss .._. _:. 4 0 0 1
Bonds, lb .... __ .. „
5 0 0 11
Blackston, If
3 0 1 0
Miller, 3b _ __1 „.
3 0 0 0
Frady, c .— __ ... .... 3 1 1 12
Shelton, rf
3 0 0 0
Padgett, p
4 0 0 0
White, 2b
3 0 1 1
Anderson, cf „.. ...
2 0 0 2
a-Davidson .... „__ .... 1 0 0 0
b-Parker _.. _... _._
1 0 0 0

All-State Baseballers
When the sport scribes begin selecting their all-stale
outfits, Clemson has several men that should be considered
carefully before they are eliminated.
Hard hitting Ray Mathews has proved to the followers of baseball in this conference that he is out for an
outfield berth on all-state selections. His hitting and
fielding ability should earn him such a spot.
Even though Ken Culbertson has not been overly prominent with, the timber his fielding and fine base running
should put him in close running with Bob Stewart of Furman for the short position. Both Culberson and Stewart
have been off in their hitting so far this season but their
fielding and base running have been tops.
One of the most outstanding first sackers in: the
state is none other than Olcmson's Jimmy Jones, hustling freshman from Belton. Jones has been one of the
leading hitters in the state in addition to his fancy exploits about th*e initial sack. With Jim Little of Furman, Jones enters the circle occupied by topflight baseballers in the Palmetto state.
Tennis Squad Hits Victory Road
Hoke Sloan's Tig tennis outfit smashed out successive
wins over The Citadel and Krskine.
Hank Walker, Billy Wannamaker, Tommy Thornhill,
and George Murray have been doing a fine job of bringing
home the bacon from the courts. Even the competition has
been better than average, the Tigers have held their own in
their competition level.
Slate Meet At Clinton
Preparations have been under way all week at Presbyterian College getting ready or the State Track Meet thai
w'!l .come off Saturday. Last year the title was anxed by
Scooter Bucks and his Carolina Gamecocks. From where
we sit it looks like a repeat performance. However Clemson should give the Birds a race for their money but with
Bucks in the lineup the Carolina lads have the decided edge.
With Cy Kivett out of the lineup, Clemson will be
without the services of the top javelin man in the state.
However it is very likely that the holder of the state
javelin title will be in action at Clinton come Saturday.
The two Brown boys from Walhalla will battle it dul
for the state pole vault title. Clemson's Jerry is the present
holder of the state crown.
Townsend should give the rest of Ihe entries in the
hurdles quite a race. The long legged Floridian has been
outstanding in Carolina track circles since his debut on Palmetto tracks.
Man of the Week
TRAILING THE TIGER'S award for man of the week
in Clemson athletics goes to Ray 'Mathews of McKeespori.
Pennsylvania, for his outstanding achievement in the centei
garden and his capable support of the Bengals at bat. Mathews has been in the limelight since he arrived on the Clemson campus especially for his feats with the Tiger eleven as
one of their top passers and broken-field runners. He was
elected president of the freshman class shortly after he entered Clemson.
Not only does he participate in baseball and football but
he also plays basketball as well.
During the Purman contest Monday afternoon Ray
putted down long flvs successfully to preserve Ihe record of
the Tig hurler and contributed a double and a round-tripper
to the Bengal cause. Cor his outstanding feats TRAILING
THE tlGEB salules Bay Mathews.

Breezing Around
After a fine start at the hot corner Frank Gillespie will
probably be oul for the remainder of the season with a twisted leg. Cillespie suffered tins injury while sliding into
second base during the Erskine game . . . Bob Hudson, freshman footballer, has been showing up well with the discus.
The Charleston boy threw the weight against Carolina and
brought home a first. However lie was edged out of first
place Saturday by the Davison entry and had to be content
with, second. Hudson should develop into a fine weight man
before he graduates from the Bengal institution . . . Bobby
Gage, football star, ran a close second in Saturday's meet
with the Wildcats. The noted passer got off to a shaky start
but should bit the stride in the state confab Saturday.

Clemson's undefeated golfers have garnered 34 straight victories
for the records over a period of three seasons. Last year's mighty
linksters brought home the state title with Lee Pickens leading
the way supported by capable Chip Clark. This year's outfit,

captained by Spartanburg'sttSobby Chapman, have been carrying
on the winning/Streak. Reading from left to right: sitting, Bobby
Chapnian, captain, Dick Pennell. Standing are Billy Delk, Harold
Selfridge, Stan Halliday, Jack "Red" Stacey, and Jack Koopman.

Team Of Six Tigers
Makes Trip For Meet
-i

:

Woffords golfing Terriers will
be hosts in the second annual
South Carolina Collegiate Golf
Tournament that will begin Wednesday at the Spartanburg Country Club.
Qualification rounds will be
shot at that time, with the finals
coming Thursday.
In addition to Wofford, Clemson,
Carolina, Presbyterian, Furman,
and The Citadel will have teams
in the tourney. Last year Clemson's powerful linksters annexed
the state crown as they bowled
over the other entries.
Holder of the individual crown
is P. J. Boatwright, captain of
the Terrier outfit, who will return to defend his title. However
Bobby Chapman, captain of the
Tiger team, will be out to dethrone
the par busting Boatwright. Chapman has been a consistent winner
for the Bengal squad all season.
Clemson has. enjoyed a, perfect
season for the past three years
and are expected by many tq
successfully defend their title
against all comers.
In their last outing in dual meet
competition, Coach Jones' boys
walloped Presbyterian . as the P.
C. team garnered only 1-2 points
to 26 1-2 for the Tigs.

TOTALS
32 1 3 27 a Fleming
.
0 0 0 0
a batted for Anderson in 7th.
b Crocker
'.
0 0 0 0
b baited for Bonds in 9th.
TOTALS
35 3 5 27'
a walked for Berry in 3rd
Clemson
ab r h 0 b ran for Fleming
Mathews, cf
4 0 0 2
Errors: Deanhardt, Gillespie 2,
Jones, lb —. .— .
5 1 0 13 Fisher 1, Willingham 3, Bonds 1,
Deanhordt, If
5 1 1 1 Miller 1, White 1, Anderson 1.
Gillespie, 3b .... .
2 0 1 2 Left on bases, Clemson 8, ErsBrown, rf
4 0 0 0 kine 8. Strike outs, by Berry 1,
Culberson, ss ..,. ... _. 4 0 0 0 by Asbill 7, by Padget 8. Bases on
Moore, c .... .... _
4 1 2 10 balls, Padget 3, Berry 3, Asbill 2.
4 0 1 1 Stolen bases, Moore, Fisher, WilFisher, 2b
Berry, p
.... .
0 0 0 0 lingham. Winning pitcher Berry.
Asbill, p
.
3 0 0 0 Losing pitcher,'. Padgett.

Lest We Forget
The team that represented
Clemson in baseball during the
1947 season will go down in the
books as one of_ the greatest
ever to represent this school. In
fact, it was one of the best college nines ever to emerge from
the South, and but for a little
hard luck, might have been the
champions of the country.
It was a hard hitting and
smooth fielding aggregation that
let the Red Terrors of N. C. State
win the Tigers initial test. The
count was 10-9, exactly the same
as it was the first game against
Duke's Blue Devils. The Bengals
took it on the chin the next day
from the Dukes who emerged on
the big end of a 13 to 11 score.
The powerful Tigers took on
their first state rival in fine form
as they pounded out an 8-2 win
over the Blue Hose of Presbyterian. Wofford next fell before
the slants of Landrum 4-3 and
Joe Hazel led the Hinsonmen to a
2-1 victory over Davidson. South
Carolina next brought their flock
of birds to Tigertown determined
to halt the winning ways of the
Clemsons, but when they left,
r
heir feathers were thoroughly
ruffled. Led by slugging Lynn
McMakin and Dewey Quinn, the
Country Gentlemen smashed the
lads from Columbia 4 to 1 and
17 to 8.
The rampaging Tigers next
claimed as their victim, The University of Georgia by a margin
of 7-2. The Citadel was brushed
aside 14-4 as the mighty Bengals
exhibited their skill afield and at
bat. Our second loss of the season was suffered at Athens, when
Georgia's Bulldogs edged out our
boys 8 to 7. Aroused by the setback, Clemson blasted Newberry
9 to 4, bumped them again 10-5
md downed The Citadel 8-5.
Srskine was topped 5-4 and Wofford bit the dust 11 to 6.
The Bengals then unleashed all
their fury as they reduced the
Furman Purple Hurricane to a
mere breeze 19-7. Lyles Alley's
boys, however, came back the
next day to step our diamond men
7-4, thus handing us our third
arid final loss of the regular, season.
The Tigs edged Erskine 3-2 in
the following encounter and let
go on Davidson's Wildcats 15-1.
The earlier defeat at the hands
of Furman was avenged as we
conquered them 9-6 one day and
batted the Greenville lads 13-3 in
a tilt the next day. Regular season's play came to a close as
the Tigers trounced .'South. Carolina by a 10-8 count.
Thus was written a chapter in
athletics at Clemson that will
never be forgotten. That Bengal team, lead i by the amazing
pitching of the . two , Joes, Lan-

drum and Hazel, after winning
21 out of 24 starts, proceeded to
Charlotte where they participated
in the Southern playoffs. It was
an inspired team that won that
tournament with Auburn and
Alabama.
Hazel and Landrum ' were
superb as they set down batter after batter by the strikeout route
and the hitting of Frank Gillespie
was a feature of the contest that
never will be forgotten.
Winning this tourney gave the
hustling nine the right to go to
the Eastern Playoffs in New
Haven, Connecticut. In a sudden
death affair, the Bengals fell before Yale who later went' to the
College World Series. Unaccustomed to playing in cool weather,
Coach Hinson's boys lost 7-3 on
a muddy field.
Although they didn't take that
series. Clemson lost little prestige
and these boys will always be
remembered for the inspiring and
courageous brand of ball they
played.
Every single member of the
squad 'played heads-up ball, a
factor always necessary to produce a championship club, and in
anybody's book, that was a championship team.
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is so much
better to smoke!
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PHILIP MORRIS offers the *mok% *° gg
benefit found in no other cigarette. For PHILIP
BSS£S£™U
, ONLY cigarette recogMORRIS is the ONE, the urs^ i
h
nized by leading nose and throat speaahsts as
definitely less irritating.

""Member: Less irritation means more
smoking enjoyment for you.
Yes' If every smoker knew what yni£
M^s snuto know, they'd ALL change to

■sis;;.

PHILIP MORRIS.

engal Claycourfei
Trounce Erskine's
Flying Fleet 7Tig netters put the skids on the
Erskine claycourters Wednesday
afternoon at Due West by defeating tht Flying Fleet , 7-0. The
Fleet proved to be no match for
the hard playing Tig team which
allowed only two matches to
into the third set.
Summary
Singles
Cook (C) defeated Plaxico (E)
6-4, 6-2
Walker (C) ; defeated Wilson
(E) 6-4, 6-1
Murray (C) defeated Kennedy
(E) 6-1, 6-0
Thornhill (C) defeated Harrison (E) 2-6
Merritt (C) defeated Craig (E)
6-2, 6-2
Doubles
Murray and Walker (C) defeated Plaxico and Wilson (E) 4-6,
6-2, 6-4
Cook and Merritt (C) defeated
Craig and Roddey (E) 6-4, 6-2

Part of the duty assigned to
men of the Navy's underwater
demolition teams has been described as "returning the toothy
grin of a shark or barracuda."
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Wofford Beaten 8-1
Mathews Hits Homer Bengal Baseballers
Pitchers Give 3 Hits Drop Heavy Hitting
Coach Walter Cox took his Till To Furman 11-8
squad of diamond men to Spartanburg last Friday afternoon and
watched them club down a Wofford team by an 8-1 count. '
The Tigs hopped on three Terrier twirlers for a total of nine
hits, five of which were for ex^tra bases.
Ray Fleming did the pitching
chores for the Coxmen and turned in a masterful six-hit job. He
allowed but one extra base knock,
that a double to leftfielder Collins of the Terriers.
Ray Mathews, Tiger centerfielder, lead his teammates at the
plate by lacing a double and a
, triple in two journeys to the platter. Shortstop Ken Culberson
got a homer in the ninth and a
single earlier in the game as
he also hit two for four. It was
his second four bagger of the season.
\ The box:
Wofford
ab r h o
Stephens, ss
.... 4 0 0 3
Mullinax, cf _ —. ... 4 10 4
Casey, 3b
4 0 0 2
Collins, If
3 0 2 0
Scott, rf
4 0 10
P. Clark, 2b
4 0 11
The box:
Furman
ab r h a
3 10 0
fc McDowell, If
Kerr, rf
_ 5 1 10
Stewart, ss .... .... .... 3 10 2
Barnett, 3b
4 0 3 2
Shelton, 2b
3 0 0 4
Little, lb
3 0 0 1
Kneece, cf
3 0 10
Phillips, c
4 0 0 0
Chambers, p
4 0 1 0
TOTALS
Clemson
Mathews, cf ....
Fisher, 2b _,
Jones, lb .... _
Deanhardt, If
Culberson, ss _ _
Moore, c
_ _
Brown, rf .
Platt, 3b
Griffith, p .:.. ....
z-Fleming

32

3

6

9

ab
.... 4
.... 5
.... 3
.... 4
.... 4
.... 4
. 2
.... 2
_ 3
__ 1

r
1
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

h a
2 0
0 5
1 0
0 0
1 5
0 0
10
0 1
0 0
0 0

TOTALS
32 1 5 11
z-Walked for Griffith in 9th.
FURMAN .... _ 101 010 000—3
CLEMSON __ _ 000 000 100—1
Errors: Platt 2, Phillips. Runs
batted in: Barnett, Kerr, Little,
Mathews. Two base hits: Barnett,
Mahews. Home runs: Kerr, Mathhews. Stolen bases: Chambers,
Stewart, Jones. Sacrifices: Mathews. Double play: Fisher to Culberson to Jones. Left on bases:
Furman 7, Clemson 12. Bases on
"balls: off Chambers 7, Griffith 5.
Struck out Chambers 8, Griffith
4. Hit by pitcher: by Chambers
(Brown). Wild pitch: Chambers.
The U. S. Navy's only "grog
tub" is at th eNaval Academy,
Annapolis, Maryland. Ax, exhibit
at the Academy's Museum, it is
a present from HMS Frobisher,
British training ship, in appreciation of the welcome given the
English sailors on a week's visit
to Annapolis.

In the second baseball meeting
of the current season between the
two squads Wednesday, April 28th,
Clemson's Tiggers dropped a wild
and wooly ball game to Furman
at Greenville. The score was 11
to 8. In the first encounter which
was run off in Tigertown April
19th the Tigs had tagged the
University boys 7-6.
Though the Tigers unleashed a
tremendous seventeen hit attack
on three Hornet hurlers they were
unable to make their hits come at
the right time. The University
boys garnered 11 safe hits from
the offerings of Clemson's Joe
Asbill and Edgar Berry.
Furman opened things up in
the first by notching three runs
off of a single, a walk, a double
and two infield plays. The Tigs
tallied one itme each in the
second, fourth and sixth innings.
Their big spree came in the
fifth after two Were out. Successive singles by Mathews, Jones,
Deanhardt, and Gillespie coupled
with errors on the 'part of Furman's Rightfielder Kerr and
Catcher Ed Phillips gave Coach
Cox's men three tallies. They
scored two more in a ninth inning rally when Jones doubled,
Deanhardt doubled and Frank
Gillespie singled.
Furman's big inning was the
sixth. It was then that the Hornets scored four runs on two
singles, an error, a walk, and a
double.
The box:
Clemson
ab r h e
Mathews, cf
4 110
Jones, lb
5 2 3 2
Deanhardt, If
5 2 3 0
Gillespie, 3b
5 0 3 0
Brown, rf
5 2 2 0
Culberson, ss
5 0 11
Moore, c
5 110
Fisher, 2b
3 0 1 1
Asbill, p
3 0 10
Berry, <p
1 0 1 0

Sport facts
in
Focus

Furman
Shelton, 2b ....
McDowell, If
Stewart, ss
Barnett, 3b ....
Kerr, rf
.
Phillips, c
Little lb ... .
Kneece, cf ....
Sizemore, p .
Pearson,
.
Lollis, p
.

_ 3
.... 4
4
3
3
4
4
2

0
2

TOTALS

3
2
0 2
0 0 1
0 0 1
2 2 0
0 0 0
0 0 0
0 0 0
110

33 11 11

4

CLEMSON .... .... 010 131 002— 8
FURMAN
302 100 41x—11
Two base hits: Jones, Stewart,
Barnett, Moore, Jones, Deanhardt.
Three base hits: Stewart, Little.
Stolen bases: Brown, Little, Shelton. Struck out: by Sizemore 2,
Asbil 1, Berry 2. Bases on balls:
by Asbil 2, Pearson 2, Berry 2.
Winning pitcher: Lollis. Losing
pitcher: Asbil.
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white $7
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FINE GAMES BEING PLAYED

SOUTH CAROLINIANS IN THE 'BIG TIME'
Anybody who follows baseball with any interest at all
will tell you that the Southland furnishes the major leagues
with more players than any other section of the country.
Though this writer doesn't know the exact percentage, somewhere in the neighborhood of 64 percent of the material for
the 'Big Time' comes from the cities, towns, and farmlands
of the 'Land of Sunshine'.
This little state of South Carolina lias given to the National and American leagues in the past ten years as much
diamond material in proportion as aay other state in the
country. Some of the men who have gone up from the land
of the Palmettos are such stars as Marty Marion, St. Louis
Cardinal's shortstop and rated as one of the greatest of all
time, and Pitcher Bill Voiselle, a Ninety Six, S. C. boy who
had a long and profitable slay with the Giants of the National
Circuit. He's now with Boston's Braves and is still a winner. He's turned in two wins so far this year, one a brilliant three hit, 5-0 shutout victory over Brooklyn's Dodgers
a week or so ago in the Bum's own Ebbets Field.
Others who have made the grade in the 'Big Time' at
one time or other are Bobo "Buck" Newsom, the big Hartsville pitcher who has had tours of duty with three or four
major clubs, Ernie White, the Pacolet farmboy hurler who
had a brilliant win record with, the Cardinals several seasons
back, and of course, Kirby Higbe, the Columbia boy who was
a mainstay on Brooklyn's staff for a number of years.
Then too there's Pageland's Van Lingle Mungo, former
uiant pitcher, and a geechie boy by name of Eddie Shokes
who played first for a short time with Cincinnati's Reds.
There are others of course in addition to these mentioned.

Drop in today and see our fine spring assortment of
famous Arrow T shirts, basque shirts, and underwear.

STEWART-MERRITT COMPANY
26 South Main Street
GREENVILLE, S. C.

TOR ARROW «T» SHIRTS

With the coming of eacli spring a new batch of rookies
move up from the minors to attempt to fill the shoes of
veteran major leaguers who have either because of age or
lack of ability moved out of the picture. This spring we
find more promising South Carolinians among the newcomers to the 'Big Time'. Perhaps the most promising of
all the rookies is one Lou Brissie of Ware Shoals, S. C.
Brissie was a hurler for the Savannah Indians of the Sally League in '17 before he was sold to Philadelphia of the
American League. He brought with him to the Athletics a
baseball record which was very near as impressive as his
fine war record. (He was with the Army in Italy where he
sustained a leg wound. His leg was operated on no less
than 23 times.) With the Savannah club last year he picked
up 23 wins and set a new SAL strikeout record.
When the American League opened its '48 season April
19, Brissie got the nod from Manager Connie Mack as
Philadelphia's starting hurler. Lou responded to Connie
Mack's selection by tinning in a masterful four hitter against
the Red Sox to win his first game. Since that time he has
lost two, but it's a good bet that this won't discourage the
courageous Lou Brissie, for his actions in the past, both in
the service and on the diamond, have proven that he has
what it takes to make a 'big leaguer'.

Outfits Split First's By! Tigers Garner
Nore Points To Defeat Wildcats There
igs Lose To Hornets
3-1 !n Third Game;

Perhaps the busiest spot in town these days besides the
P.O. after chow is Clemson's Bowman Field in the late P.M.
It is here each week day afternoon when the varsity isn't
playing at home that several hundred persons gather to
either witness or to play in the YMCA's Intramural Softball
contests. For the past four weeks this program has been
going great guns under the direction of Mr. J. Roy Cooper,
athletic director for the "Y".
If one were to stand on "The Hill" looking eastward
over the big parade ground where the Tiger cadets do their
stuff, he might get the idea that the big field is the site for
some huge baseball clinic. Here each afternoon commencing at 4:30 Monday through Friday are run off four contests
in the Softball program. There are some twenty-two teams
entered in the league and Mr. Cooper estimates that some
230 men take active part in the games each week.

A TRIBUTE TO BRISSIE

ARROW
GUARDS
95e

RIDE'EM, TOM

SOFTBALL GOING OVER BIG

Cooper has divided the teams into three different groups
so as to make pairings simple. There are two cadet leagues
composed of the various companies and one veteran's or
club's league which is made up of barrack's or various campus organizations' teams. The boys have been going at it
head over heels since the program began and to date we've
seen some fine softball played. There have been very few
high scoring contests turned in which denotes that errors are
being kept to a minimum and that the calibre of play is high.
One particular example of the type game that they're
playing out there was the contest a few days ago between
T-2 and Barracks Eight. In this fracus the underdog Barracks Eight outfit behind the fine four-hit pitching of Lyles
had handcuffed the league leading T-2 team and were leading by a 2-1 margin going into the final stanza. Lyles had
issued a walk and a single to two of his opponents. Then
with two on and two out, the Barracks Eight pitcher faced
his last man. He whipped in two quick strikes and a ball to
the T-2er. With everything in the pitcher's favor the T-2
player laid into a fast one and sent it far, wide, and hand41 8 17 4 some to right for a round tripper. The final score, 4-2, T-2.
Yes, that's the brand of ball they're playing out there, fast
ab
h
and exciting.
__ 4
1

TOTALS

Tiger Tracksters Down Davidson 77-53

Tom Millford wins the first leg of a Lady Godiva relay race during
the half of a Legion sponsored donkey baseball contest in Memorial Stadium Tuesday evening. After several spills Millford succeeded in adorning himself in feminine attire at second base and
riding his questionable steed to the near vicinity of home plate
where he changed clothes with Sam Williams who went on the
take the last leg of the contest.

Clemson Veterans Vi rs In Legion
Sponsored Donkey B seball Game Toes,
Tiger Golfers Slap
P. G 261-2 To 1-2 In
Taking 34th Straight
Clemson's powerful golf squad
ripped out its most decisive victory of the season last Friday at
Boscobel at the expense of Presbyterian's Blue Hose. The score
was 26 1-2 to 1-2. The victory
was the 34th straight for the State
Champion Tigers who have racked seven straight in play thus far
this year. This was their second
win over P. C.
Medalist honors for the afternoon were carried away by Clemson's Bobby Chapman, parbusting
junior from Spartanburg. His
card showed a four over par 76
at the end of eighteen holes of
play.
The Presbyterians gained their
half tally at the expense of Harold
Selfridge, Tiger golfer from
Lakeville, Conn, who lost the
first nine to Buddy West of P. C.
Selfridge came back strong, however, on the back nine and went
on to wrest 2 1-2 points from his
opponent.
A newcomer appearing in the
Tiger lineup who shut his opponent out and scored 4 1-2 points
for his team was Jack Stacey.
The Savannah, Ga. boy whipped
Mickey of P. C. 3-0 in the singles.
The summary:
Bobby Chapman 3, George Cunningham 0; Harold Selfridge 2
l-2„ Buddy West (PC) 1-2; Chapman and Selfridge 3, Cunningham and West 0; Stan Halliday
3, Chris Adair 0; Billy Belk 3,
Smoky Jackson 0; Halliday and
Belk 3, Adair and Jackson 0; Jack
Koopman 3, Ed Kenney 0; Jack
Stacy- 3, Mickey Turner 0; Koopman and Stacy 3, Kenney and
Turner 0.

Tioer Netmen Gain
4-3 Revenge-Victory
Over Citadel Outfit
Tiger netmen rounded out their
lower state tennis tour last Saturday by spoiling The Citadel
Bulldogs fine record this year. It
was a very close game with the
Bulldogs taking three points and
the Tigers the remaining four.
Summary
Singles
Murray (C) defeated Snell, T.
(Cit) 6-8, 6-4, 6-0
Cook (C) defeated Bunch (Cit)
6-1, 11-9
Walker (C) dropped to Handcock (Cit) 7-5, 6-4
Thornhill (C) dropped to Snell, P.
(Cit) 6-2, 6-4
Merritt (C) dropped to Reimold (Cit) 6-1, 6-2
Doubles
Murray and Walker (C) defeated Hancock and Bunch (Cit) 6-2,
6-3
Cook and Thornhill (C) defeated Snell, T. and Snell, P. (Cit)
6-0, 3-6, 6-4

Clemson's student vets downed
a team of Legionaires in a donkey
baseball game at Memorial Stadium Tuesday night by a score of
3-2. This game was sponsored by
the Milledge Gordon Post No. 42
of the American Legion to aid the
backing of an American Legion
Junior baseball team.
Instead of playing innings as
in a regulation baseball contest,
10 minutes chuckers were used.
The team getting the most runs
during the official playing time
were declared the winner.
With the aid of an electirc
prodder the Vets pushed over
three tallies which was one more
than the Legionaires could produce.
■ J. Roy Cooper, clean-up man
for the Legionaires rounded the
sacks to break the scoring ice for
the night on the back of a sturdy
steed.
Tom Salisbury played a fine
mounted game at the initial sack
for the veterans but suffered
numerous spills as his long-eared steed got away for long runs
without it's rider.
Highlight of the night's activity
was a Lady Godiva Relay Race
which was won by Tom Milford
and Sam Williams. Jim Gray and
Jimmy Lever gave the winners a
close race but lost by the snap
of a girdle.
Coach Frank Howard did the
umpireing while Jimmy Sultis
handled the announcing chores
keeping the goodly number of
fans informed as to the proceedings.

Gillespie Takes Over
Tiger Batting Lead

Clemson's baseball team dropped a 3-1 decision to Furman here
last Monday afternoon in a game
played at Riggs Field. It was the
Tig's second loss within a week
to the Purple Hurricane. The
Bengals secured but five hits off
of the offerings of Furman's
Chambers; however, two of the
knocks were for extr'a ba:
Centerfielder Ray Mathews of
Clemson turned in a brilliant
piece of fielding work in.the cutergardens as he made four breath1
taking catches of long flies, and
his performance at the plate was
even more outstanding. TIIF
Pennsylvania Tige clubbed two
of Chamber's pitches for extra
bases. On his second trip to the
platter he slammed a long, hard
hit ball to leftcenter for two bases.
When he came up in the seventh
for his third time he laid into a
fast one and sent it Si 7> feei
over the left field barrier. It was
his first round tripper of the year.
The Hornets started festivities
in the first as they scored one
run. They noched another one'
in the third and their final tally
in the fifth.
Clemson's "Nig" Griffith did
the mound duties for the Tigers
and turned in a masterful performance. He gave up , but six.
hits. Two were infield hits, one
was a double to Barnett, and
three were singles.. He started
slowly but finished strong. The
last seventeen men to face him
were let down without a hit.
Infield errors and bad fielding
judgement played an important
part in the Tiger loss.

Wofford Here Friday
1 rs Diamond Tilt On
Riggs Field At 3:30
Clemson's baseballers will
round out this week's diamond
schedule tomorrow afternoon
when they engage a team from
Wofford College on Kiggs
Field at 3:30. The contest will
be the second of the current
season between the two outfits.
In a game played last week the
Tigs pummeled the Terriers by
an 8-1 count.
This game will be the twentheth of the year for the boys
from the Blue Ridge and they
will be out to secure their
eighth win. Only seven contests
remain on the schedule for
the Coxmen following this eonetst.
The Tigs open next week's
agenda with a game Monday
afternoon with Coach Lyles Alley's Furman aggregation in
Greenville. This will be the
final of a four game home and
home basis series played with
the Hurricane.

Pufkinen, Williams Win Impressively
The Clemson College trackmen
outpointed the Davidson Wildcat
cindermen 78-53 at Davidson last
Saturday. First places were evenly divided in the meet, but the
Bengals walked off with the majority of the second and third
places. Clemson placed second
times while Davidson captured
four seconds.
Jack Gray, Davidson speedster,
took a little sting out of his
club's defeat when he c&ptured
high scoring honors with ten
points.
The summary:
100-yard dash: 1—Newton (D)
2— Gage (C); 3—Edwards (C).
Time 10 sees.
220-Yard dash: 1—Newton (D);
2—Thompson (C); 3—Simpson
(D). Time—22.3 sec.
440-yard dash: 1—Thompson
(C); 2—Coursey (C); 3—McAllister (D). Time—52.6 seconds.
880-yard run: 1—Pulkinen (C);
2—Chambers (C); 3—Barisendine (C). Time—2:01.6 min.
One mile run: 1—Gary (D); 2—
Rushton (C); 3—Rayle (C). Time
—4:41.5 min.
Two-mile run: 1—Gray (D); 2
—Ross (C); 3—Harwick (C).
Time— 10.54.5.
110-yard high hurdles: 1—
Townsend (C); 2—Hopper (D); 3
—Doffort (C). Time—15.4.
220-yard low hurdles: 1—
Hopper (D); 2—Dofiort (C); 3—
Townsend (C). Time—26.
Broad jump: 1—Williams (C);
2—Cobb (D); 3—Cornell (D).
Distance 20 feet 5 inches.
High jump: 1—Cobb (D); Earle
(C), Brannen (C), Williams (C)
tie. Height 5 ft. 10 ins.
Pole vault: 1—Brown (C), 2—
Brown
(D), 3—Walker (D).
Height 12 ft.
Shotput: 1—Holhouser (C), 2—
Fachin (C), 3—Sharp (D). Distance 44 feet 8 ins.
Discus: 1—Vann (D), 2—Hudson (C), 3—Russell (D). Distance 142 ft. 1 in.
Javelin throw: 1—Brownson
(D), 2—Clark (C), 3—Harden
(D). Distance 153 ft. 11 ins.
Mile relay: 1—Clemson. Time
3:35 mins.

Tiger Netters Lose *
Close Tennis Match
To Charleston, 4-3
Clemson's tennis team dropped
a 3-4 victory to the College of
Charleston on the Maroon's home
courts Thursday afternoon.
The Tigers broke even in their
double matches but failed to win
3 of the singles matches.

COKE AND MUSIC
FOR HAPPY MOMENTS

A quick glance at Tiger batting
averages up through the third,
Furman game shows that Frank
Gillespie now leads the batters
with a ncal .346 average. The big
Tiger thirdbaseman took over the
lead from Ray Mathews, centerfielder, who had held the pinnacle
position for three straight weeks.
The McKeesport, Pennsylvania
lad has dropped to the third
place slot.
First sacker Jimmy Jones holds
down the second spot for the
fourth consecutive week. His
average has dropped 8 points during the past week.
The regular player's averages:
Player
AB H PCT.
Gillespie ._ _ ... 75 26 .346
Jones
.... _ 83 25 .302
Mathews .... _ __ 67 19 .284
Deanhardt
76 21 .277
Fisher
54 14 .260
Moore
69 16 .232
Brown
44 10 .228
Culberson
84 19 .226

Sports Calendar For
The Following Week
May 7
(Baseball) Wofford at Clemson
(Tennis) Wofford at Clemson
(Track) State Tourney at
Clinton
May 8
(Track) State Tourney at
Clinton
May 10
(Baseball) Furman at Greenville
May 13
(Tennis) Furman at Clemson

Ask for it either way ... both
trade-marks mean the same thing,

Plus H
State Tax
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SPARTANBURG GROUP GIVES OPERETTA TUESDAY

Richard Van Allen, Jr.
Reburied In Savannah
Simple graveside reburial was
conducted at 4 o'clock for Lieutenant Richards D. Van Allen, Jr.
on Thursday, April 29 in Savannah, Georgia. He was mortally
wounded in action against the
Germans in eastern France on

Students Kli^ible For Grad
uation Must Noti"y
Rrgistraf Office
LARGE GROUP LISTED
The following students have qp
plied for diplomas to be awarde'
in rune 1948.
If there should be other studen*
who expect to graduate in Jun<~
they must make application for r
diploma in the Kp^tetrar'-! Offlc
Boom 19, on or before March 24
1948.

All ads must be turned in
WANTED—To rent two or three
November 20, 1944.
not later than Tuesday mornunfurnished .rooms beginning
Services were held in Bonaing at nine o'clock.
June 12. No children, no pets.
venture Cemetery with the Rev.
Ads should be put in an enContact Arthur L. Ooff, Box 1369, f
Jack Anderson, D. D., pastor of
velop and addressed to The
Clemson.
Tiger—Attention Royall E. NorWesley Monumental' Methodist
ton. Box 269, Clcmson. No ads
Church, officiating.
FOR SALE—One 'New
Home
will be accepted over the teleLieutenant Van Allen attendee
sewing machine, perfect condiphone.
Clemson College and was assotion. Pre-fab 316.
ciated with Turpentine and Rosin
LOST—Monday night in the viFactors, Inc.
cinity of the Reflection Pooi FOE SALK-Ooc slide slide dup x. Never been used. Che&p.
me tan billfold. If fou"^ return
o Dick Coney at The Tiger of- Sec R. E. Norton.
fice.

ARROW WHITE and
ARROW COLORED SHIRTS.
All sizes, at

SCHOOL OF AGRICULTURE
Agricultural Economics
J. O. Gerald. J. G. Hardee, L. T
Judy, L. H. Trotti, J. N. Young.

CLEMSON, S. C.

Agronomy
H. F. Beach. L. S. Bird, E. F
Carhell, W. T.. Clayton, A. B
Coleman. T. L. Drummond, R. (
DuBose, W. H. Funchess, A. S
Gramling, R. W. Kay. C. H. Key
T. B. Laney. C. W. Leavell, R. D.
Morgan, D. P. Rochester, H. V.
Rogers, and D. B. Rosenkrans.
One of the most entertaining features of the year v as presented Tuesday night in the college chapel
Animal Husbandry
.by the Spartanburg Little Theater and Converse a ad Wofford Colleges. The 160-cast production
O. E. Baxley. L. F. Cato, S. E.'
.presented Victor Herbert's operetta, "M'llc Modis e" before a large audience. The Clemson ColDuRant, W. R. Flemming, C. E.
lege Woman's Club sponsored.
Haines. W. H. Kennick, H. G. McColl, J. H. Rogers, I. N. Rizer, E.
Loupo. F. C. Lucius, C. M. Lund'
G. Tate, and H. Z. Woodfin.
'. K. Norris. V. K. Ouattlebaum
Animal Husbandry and Vocational *E." B. Rogers. J. H. S'virer C. C
Vaughan, and W. W. Woodson.
Agricultural Education
M. P. Zuver
SCHOOL OF ARTS AND
Convcse
Collefe
Dairy
SCIENCES
Victor Herbert's operetta, "M'lle
Lovett
. J. F. Causey, C. G. Coclin, S. M.
Arts and Sciences
Also E. G. McCall. G. L. M. Mc- Modiste," Miv 4 at 8 p. m. in the
Frazer. J. G. Hacen. R. M. Hanckel
F. M. Allen. C. W. Ellis. W. T
Clemson College Chapel. This
R. B. Pursley, C. Shuman, and M. Holroyd, H. H. Kirkpatrick. H F ~uen. J. C. Martin, S. A. Merproduction
was
sponsored
at
chant. H. A. Moses. T. W. PatB. Smith
Landrith, L. H. Maier, H. H. ProClemson by the local Woman's
rick W. W. Pruitt P. B. Ross E.
Entomolos-y
vence, A. B. Robinson. W. A. RobClub here.
M. M. Askey, L. H. Moore, and inson, C. Weaver, W. M. Wilkins, B. Scott, G. Z. Siokos, T. F. StackDirected by David W. Reid.
i
house,
H.
E.
Thomason,
T.
E.
E. C. Turner
head of the Spartanburg Music
and T. W. Yarbpro.
Thornhill. C. M. Timmons, C. V. School's Opera'Workshop and diHorticulture
Oo"ernl Science
\ Watson, and G. C. Wilburn
R. H. Bowers, L. H. D. Boykin
rector of the Spartanburg Little
M. A. Fant, J. E. Reese, and W.
Mechanical Engineering
Theater, "M'lle Modiste" had a
F. C. Emanuel, R. J. Higdon, E. A F. Thomoson
Lindenberg, W. J. Park, J. S. RodG. A. Beach, W. N. Blackman, cast drawn from the Little T^^ptr'
Industrial Physics
gers, and H. D. Taylor
R. L. Chaplin, and J. O. Mc- P. S. Boykin. G. H. Bradley. H. and the Converse Dramntic Club
i A. Braswell, S. C. Brown. E. H. | It carried a thirty-piece orchestra
Crary
Agricultural Engineering
I ^anneimann, K. G. Caughman, I conducted by Alfred. W. RleckPre-Medicine
F. P. Bradford, C. Carmichael
j R. P. Corker, R. L. Crawford, R. t schmidt of the Converse Music
J.
W.
Frazer.
W.
L.
Oaillard.
M
W. B. Chastain, M. B. Hall, M. W.
School, and a chorus of fortyLipton, L. G. Ratcliff H. M. Rey- S R. Dickerson, H. G E-'mondson.
voices
from the Converse CcOlecre
nolds, J. B. Smith. J. C. Thrail.kill H. S. Flowers, R. S. Frye. J. L. and Wofford College Glee Clubs
j
Gabvels
and
W.
T.
Hammond
and H. E. Walker
■ under the direction of WocidV^"
Also E. B. Hubbard, H. C. HutSCHOOL OF CHEMISTRY
Pickering, Professor of . Voice
i son. G. A. Iturralde. C. M. JefChemist'-y
and Director of the Converse Glee
fords. P. Klinck. H. L. Lancaster. Club.
H. G. Brown, J. W. GUlesnie F. T
CLEMSON, S. C.
E Lee J. T. McElveen, B. M.
Sets were designed by James
B. Hutto, C. M. Norton, W. B. |
; McNeely. W. G. Musselman, W. Buchanan commercial artist and
Rogers, and H. C. Twiggs
•
j H. Orders C. E. Richbourg, H. F. scenic designer for the SpartanSCHOOL OF ENGINEERING
Rivers. J. B. Sanders. H *" S'i->->- burg Music Festival and the Little
Thursday-Friday, May 6-7
Architectural Engineering
! son J. A. Smith. R. H. Strange, ■ Theater. Dancing was under (he
1
H. G. Reynolds
A. M. Suiss. C. C. Thom"<in V. direction of Janet Gibson of the
Sitting Pretty
; v Tbf. r.v,;ii j H. Trescot, C. F. ; department of Physical EducaArchitecture
with Maureen O'TTara. John
tion at Converse.
M. P. Booker. L. J. Cronk, C. . Varn. H. I. Warrifiefbn,
rayne and Clifton Webb
An opera in two acts, with
P. Exum D. D. Folk. J. C. HcmoSCHOOL OF TEXTILES
books ard lyres by Henry Blos:
hill, R. D. Lewis. A. C. Poole, J.
T-vtiJe
Ch«-r"
«*"-v
*
som. "M'lle Modiste" 'presented a
L. Poo'e and S. R. Putnam
R H. rv"^ A. M Hand G.
laVish spectacle, costumed by the
Sat., May 8—Double Feature
Chemistry rJ?f»<*}T>«»e: int
F. Hemphill, J. E. Hudson. T. A. Favos Costume Comnany of New
J. L. Cooper, F. K. Guest, and J»*fpr-ds. A. L. Letter, J. M. Nesius York.
1 Jiggs & Mag;;ie in Society
One of Victor Herbert's
R. F. Whan.
and R. E. Taylor.
most successful li<?ht operas, the
Chemistry and Chemical
Textile Engineering
2 Chump at Oxford
score contained many of his raos'
J. B. Anderson. R. Anderson. popular melodies.
with Laurel and Hardy
J. K. Brown and S. B. Farb- L. P. Balson, E. Blakely. M. P.
stein
J PianchWt, L. E. Pu""s C. C. Carl$
Chemical Engineering
ton J. H. Carter j. F. Chalmers.
Monday-Tuesday, May 10-U
W. W. Gignilliat and C. It. R. E. Christenberfy. C. T. CockSmith
roll, J. G. Connelly, C. H. CrumpRelentless
Civil Engineering
ton, B. M. Derrick. A. C. Dorsey
Kobert Young and Margarite
V. L. Ashmore. J. F. Rn.i*iso-i C. V. Elrod and J. C. Fair.
Chapman
W. B. Bryans, J. P. CalHoun C.
Also G. C. Garnbrell R. L. GarNew Jersev. president of the
C Cheezem. J. A. Font J. L. Ger- ner, C. F. Garren. G. A'. Glenn ci^mrnn p^o^r-rp e^eT*»f"^ of *-Ur,
ais. J. C. McLane T. R. Mor- T. H. Graham E. H. Greene. F M""'"ri d'lb. was elected deleis, A. A. Moss. J. M. Peek. N. P Hammond R. P. Harrington. gate to a Newman Club convenWednesday, May 12
VL Perrin, W. K.' Stephens, J. E. N. N. Harte. C. E. Heaton. R. M
Rocky
Sultis. O, P. Summer. F. A. Tnp- H'ckFm. C. B. Hill. J. P. Holland
'ett, C. M. Trott, and J. E. Webb. E. E. Holt, C. R. Hovvell, and H. R
Other members who will attend
with Roddy McDowall
Jones.
'"* """w^o'nn
are
Harold R.
Electrical Engineering
Also L. L. Knight. R. D. Lay- Selfridca G. A. Hanna. Lester P.
J .N. Bailey R. H Berlv. T
cock, E. F. T ivingston J. F. Liv- "— d<"-.if D. Churchill, William
V. Burdette, H. T. Cannon, A. B.
Thursday-Friday, May 1-14
ingston, C. R. Martin T. L. Meeks 'VTelr.fck D. Barhot G. C. Aldous,
'arson, A. M. Doolittle, V. H.
G. C. Miller. R. D. Morris. R. A. K. Blythe, and J. C. Martin.
Black Gold
'argle, F. Gorman. J. G. Gravlee,
Mullikin, D. Newton A. Nut-tall.
\. W. Hill, M. Holland, J. W.
Elyse Knox, Anthony Quinn
T, Phillips, A. E. Punaro, and
Text. Fn-r. and Text. Mfg.
vey, J. E. Jenkins, T. D. John- W. A. Quinn.
J. H W^'kw
>n, D. H. Kirby, and W. G.
Also, W. S. Quinn. F. C. RamSCHOOL OF VOCATION*L
sey, H. E. R. Ray, D. D. Rice, T.
Vocational Aari. ErTucs^ion
S. Richbourg, N. V. Smith. R. C.
M. O. Alexander R. V. BpsfSmith, H. R. Valerius, W. T. :. C. Carter. E. T. Chandler, F
Waters, W. L. Whitesides, H. B. :. Evans. E. W. Freeman. C. ^
VVhitmire, J. T. Wigington, and C. | Garnbrell T w P1?^™ r> r
C. Wigington.
I Gohagan, W. L. Haltiwanger, and
Textile Manufacturing
G. J. Harris.
W. M. Chapman
Also T. E. Hill, S. E. Lane. J.
G. Lesley C. E. Lowder, A. D.
Grander. V. O. Snelgrove. D. K.
Stokes, R. E. Stone, B. Todd, S. O.
Tomlinson, and S. P. Wright.
Industrial Education
for
"Between the Banks"
R. H. Folk. J. M. Moorer, D. B.
ANDERSON, S. C.
Murray, R. H. Pettie, J. R. Scoggins, and W. C. Walters.

Spartanburg Group Puts
On Musical Operetta Here

Clemson Theatre

Wagnsr Dclsgate To
■Icwman Convention

m

On MOTHER'S DAY Bring Your Family
to Hie

COLLEGE CAFE

rant's Camera Shop

DINNER and SUPPER

m M
We will stay open until 2

1^ 1$

S\

South Carolina's Leading Store for Men and Boys
Clemson's Headquarters in Greenville

A. M. Saturday morning.

HEYWARD MAHON COMPANY
Greenville, S. C.
—«6—M —

FOR SALE—B flat clarinet. Good
condition. $50.00. See Tobin,
3-113.

O OTHER
CIGARETTE CAN TAKE
CHESTERFIELD'S PLACE
WITH ME. THEY SATISFY.

\V ^NTED—One typewriter, port"PIANO and other musical inable or standard size. Sec Mgr.
struments"—Inspect our pianos Kay, Dress Shop.
nd. other musical insuurnonts
lefpre •buying; we will save yon
money. Chick Piano Co., Athens FOR RENT—From June 3 lo
Sepl. ■] a large cool completely
Georgia.
furnished 5 room house. Phone
VANTED—To type your Themes 3)02. Mrs. Weber Peterson, 10!)
Theses. Term Papers etc. Co.i- Ridge Avc.. Clerhson, S. C.
ict Helen Lee. Uriil 323."
FOR SALE—ARC registered Col'■.VANTED—One used sewing malie puppies, eight weeks old,
chine. Singer preferred. Write $35.00. Dan H. Hoi ion, Route I,
Mrs. G. W. Amis, Box 1342, Pendleton, S. O, near Lebanon
Clemson or call 5721.
Church.

